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AN EDUCATIONAL
Hfiss
This Department of THE ETUDE supplies Colleges, Conservatories, Toddies,
Public Schools
,
Private Families, etc,, with Teachers of Musk,
nation Blanks^ etc., sent free, .None lent Xeaeliers of experience need ap|
REGISTRATION FEE FOR SUBSCRIBERS TO THE ETUDE, $1.00.
Address, THEODORE PRESSER,
1004: Walnut Street, Phila. Pa,
THE MUSICIAN, WftSSFES® iPIiEfS
By MIDLEY PREY TICE.
A GtUXDB FOB PIANO STUDENTS,
The following schedule for practice will com-
mend itself .to every conscientious teacher and
student. The idea is not new, but its adoption is
only now becoming general. We have avoided a
complication in the formula. The two inches
blank space under “ remarks” will answer for any
particular direction, etc., a teacher might wish.
We have found in our own teaching formulas of
this kind of incalculable benefit to pupils. We
have used for years only blank- pieces of paper in-
dicating with the more unmethodical pupils the
exact number of times we expected each thing to.
be practiced. A course of this kind soon produces
system in a pupil’s practice, and puts a speedy
end to the aimless and careless study. It will take
a short trial to convince teachers that a plan of
this kind will get more and better work out of
pupils.
The work gives analyses of most of the popular teach-
ing pieces, together with the circumstance under which
they were composed, what they suggest, questions on the
information given, metronome marks, birth and death of
the composers, graded lists of pieces, etc.
The paft relating to music form is very fall and com-
plete. What little information required to understand
the descriptions is given at the beginning' of each grade.
Adbbess the publishes
TEIO. PRESSES,
|
1004 Walnut Street, Hula.
—BY—
Gk EL HOWABD.
This Outline gives rales and principles for the devel-
opment of Technique. It has been commended as one
of the best works by many eminent pianists and teachers-
This commendation has been given on account of its clear
presentation of the sources of skill, as well as its careful
Will be Mailed on Receipt of Price, SO cts,
Address
THEODORE PRESSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Bos 252.
“theUpetersIlea
—
MUTE PS AIM©,
(
SEVEN AND ONE-THIRD OCTAVES,
FOR THOROUGH PIANO-FORTE PRACTICE.
One hour equaltofour on the ordinary piano.
No annoyance to neighbors.
±=K,ICtE3
,
($45.00.
SPECIAL BATES TO THE TRADE.
For particulars address
Scales,
Studies.
AGENTS WANTED.
lowest Prices, and Exclusive Territory Given
Sent fer XUusfcratod Catalogue. ATM free.
Review,
:
The price for the above, put up in tabl<
each, with card printed in square space, \
follows, postage free
:
100, tablets .... I J
Factory, DETROIT, MICH.
New York Warerooms t
aa East 14th. Street
(Union Square.)
of Music, Elocution, and Languages,
279 and 281 Colwntas Avenue, Boston, Han.
montebank has an irresistable charm about
him, which is worthy of study. For a teacher
this gift is stock in trade, and where if is not
natural, it must he cultivated. The attention
of the pupil must be enlisted before anything
else can be done.
How can this be done ? By making an effort
in the right direction, To sit down and play
for the pupil is only one out of the many
means to secure this end. Study the secret
springs of interest, know that the mind of the
pupil is given up to many detracting thoughts
which the teacher must dispel by bringing to
bear on the pupil’s mind greater attractions.
A teacher must for the time being forget him*
self and transfer his attention from, himself to
the pupil. He must fire Ms pupil with an
earnest zeal for the work to be accomplished,
and by his enthusiasm rivet the attention.
Dickens says “ the only serviceable, safe, cer-
tain, remunerative, attainable' quality in every
study is the 'power 'of- attention- of the mind
on the subject.” Many pupils are denounced,
by the teacher - as -being talentless, stupid, and
obstinate, when the. only thing is needed -is the
attention to be aroused. Since the winning of
the attention is the key to success in teaching
it' is our duty to seduously cultivate it in our
daily rounds of teaching. - - \
We will attempt to classify the means of se-
curing the attention as far as it is possible. ;
;
Attention is not secured by demanding it, nor
by lauding its importance, nor by threats, dor
bribes, nor by- false enthusiasm aor, above all,
by any silly amusement ti i as no: bearing
whatever, on the subject at hand. All Stick at-
tempts only end in forfeiture of the respects
pupil naturally has for the teacher. The art of
securing attention calls - for positive acts on the
part of the teacher, such as follows :
1st. Win attention by making your instruction
interesting.
“ Command the attention of young pupils by
an animated manner, and by addressing curi-
osity and expectation, of older pupils by brevity
and clearness of language, and by logical con-
nection of matter.” In other words, adaptation
of your language. 3 our manner, your illustra-
tions to the -individual pupil is an importaht in
securing the attention.
2d. A judicious selection of music is neces-
sary to secure the attention of the mind.
3d. stimulate attention by the variety and
freshness of your utterance. Vivify everything.
By endless originality the attention is Won ana
retained. To give a pupil Czerny’s set of one
hundred exercises just after finishing the one
of fifty of the same style is deadening to the
interest of the most earnest pupil.
4th. Tact is something that pervades all
teaching, but in securing attention it is as the
lamp to our feet to lig it up the way , There i#
We stated in last issue that The Etude
would be sent for the months of June, July,
and August for thirty-five cents. This is done
for the benefit of teachers who have pupils
whose interest in music should not be allowed
to wane during the summer months. It is
gratifying to us to have so many responses
item teachers, and renew the offer in this issue,
thin&ng the proposition may have escaped the
notice of many in last issue.
A Monthly Publication for Teachers and Students of the
Piano-forte.
SoasoKiFTiow Eatsb, fL25 per Ykab (payable in advance).
Single Copy, twenty-five cents.
Specimen Copy sent to any address for ten cents.
"Office, 1004 Walnut Street.
$9" In order to facilitate the delivery of mail, all letters should
be directed to
THEODORE PRESSER,
Lock Box 252„ Philadelphia. Pa.
We have yet odd back issues of The Etude,
which we are selling at fifty cents per dozen to
clear them out. Send in your orders
!
The July number we expect to issue before
the National Association convenes and take our
annual vacation immediately after. We will
print many commencement programmes in July
issue. Subscribers should send programmes as
early next month as possible, if- they desire
them to appear in July issue. It is not neces-
sary to wait until after the commencements
take place, send as soon as printed.
tSF By a Blue or Bed Pencil Mark drawn
across this paragraph subscribers will under-
stand that their subscription to this publication
expires with that issue
,
and
,
unless it is promptly
redewed, will be discontinued.
The ninth annual meeting of the Music
Teachers’ State Association of Indiana will
open at Evansville on June 23d, and continue
in session three days. A programme of un-
usual interest is arranged, and a large atten-
dance is assured.
Prominent features of the meeting will be
essays by George T. Bulling, of N1 v . tt a
* tv-
0 ^ 1 1 jhoorii
Perkins, of Chicago
;
Wm. H. Dana, of Warren, nnl1 i pr
Ohio; far. Wollen, W. T. Giffe, and many
©Were from Indiana. Piano recitals by Wm. keethc
H. Sherwood, of Boston, and Mrs. Flora M. \\ragn,
Hunter, of Indianapolis, and a song recital by
g
.
'Mira, Grace D. Levering, of Indianapolis deligh
y This association was organized about the « a ^
stee time as the National Association, aryl has,
after years of faithful struggle, won favor with
the best musicians in the State. Its 'perma-
nency is now established, and will from now
jon gfow rapidly in importance and power.
There should hie such organizations in every
State of the Union. Ohio nas a well-organized
brotherhood of music teachers. Pennsylva-
nia, Virginia, and several of the Western States The ability of a teacher is determined by his
have shown some interest in the forming of power to attract and- draw the pupil towards
State associations, but of late nothing has been him. Without this magnetism a teacher is
heard of them
;
but as long as there is life there merely plowing the air with his instruction,
jg great hope. If only two or three are gathered He may play in the most masterly manner, his
tef sther, success is assured. The present Na-. name may be a household word among musi-
tional Institution was built on the ruins of the cians, but if he lacks the gift of winning the
National Congress of Musicians, which went to attention of his pupils, his power as a teacher
on account of inter dissei don ail but little. Many men of extraordi-
THE POWER OF ATTENTION
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5th. Sacrifice all system, rules, personal con-
venience, everything but truth and self-respect,
to gain attention. Clementi’s Sonatas must not
he thrust before every pupil in his turn regard-
less of everything. Try composing an etude or
little piece expressly for the inattentive pupil,
and see how soon the soul is reached and glad
'
efforts secured.
6th. Encourage attention by working up the
little attention that exists, just as the faint spark
is fanned into glowing fire. From a simple
S
iestion the curiosity can be touched, from that
e energy is aroused, from energy the imagina-
tion is awakened.
7th. Cultivate . attention by exercising what
little knowledge is possessed. The mind is
easily clogged by a mass of unknown things,
just as much as it is delighted to do that which
it can do well. The pupil’s interest and atten-
tion will eventually die out if the pieces learned
are allowed to be forgotten.
8th. Attract attention, by pointing out the
mistakes, A conscientious teacher will never
allow a mistake of note, of duration of note,
finger mark, etc., to pass without calling atten-
tion to it. Corrections if rightly and timely
made excite the attention and invigorate the
mind.
9th. Command attention by good tone of
voice. The attention will never be aroused
by droning, monotonous, lifeless utterances.
Pleasing addresses will captivate the attention.
10th. The attention will always respond
where a kind, loving interest is manifested.
Words of sympathy will soon arrest the va-
grant thoughts and bring about concentration.
A love for teaching, a heart that can sympathize
is the secret of all successful instruction.
t ts: :ej usi tt id bi
Bristow, New York
;
discussion introduced by N. Go©
Stewart, Cleveland, Ohio, and T. F. Seward, Orange,
Nt J
.
4.30 p.m. Plan® recital, Carl Faelten, Baltimore, Mi.,
with vocal assistance.
8 p.m. Concert of Organ and Chamber Music at dick-
ering Hall, S. P. Warren, with assistance of New York
Philharmonic Club and others. !
Thursday, July 24.
9.30 A.M. Essay, “General Musical Education at
Home and Abroad,” Hon. John Eaton, Washington,
D. C. : discussion introduced by Theodore Presser, ot
Philadelphia, Pa. ^
10.30 A.M. Essay, “The Italian and German Schools
of Vocal Music,” F. W. Boot, Chicago, 111. j discussion
introduced by M. S. Downs, Memphis, Tenn.
11.30 a.m. Piano Recital, S. B. Mills, New York,
with vocal assistance.
2 p.m. Essay, “Accentuation in Piano-forte Playing, ”
Win. Mason, New York
;
discussion introduced by A.
R. Parsons, New York.
3 p.m. Essay, “What is Church Music?” J. H. Cor-
nell, New York
;
discussion introduced by H. E. Pal-
mer, New York.
3.45 p.m. Essay, “Violin Bowing,” E. A. Schultz®,
Atlanta, Ga.
;
discussion introduced by Richard Arnold,
New York.
4.30
p.m. Piano Recital, by Emil Liebling, Chicago,
111.
,
with vocal assistance.
8 P.M. General Concert, Orchestral, Choral, etc.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.
The ninth annual meeting of the Music
Teachers 5 National Association will be held in
New York City, at the Academy of Music,
July 1st, 2d, and 3d. This meeting, in impor-
tance and grandeur, promises to surpass all pre-
vious ones, and it is safe to say it will be the
largest gathering of music teachers ever known
in the United States. Some even go so far as to
predict the number to be as large as all previous
meetings put together.
We herewith present the latest corrected pro-
gramme. The exact programme will not be
given out until later, and can be had by ad-
dressing the general secretary, A. A. Stanley,
Providence, R. I. The hotel that has been
chosen as being the most convenient for the
members of the Association is the New York
' Hotel, situated corner of Broadway and Wa-
verly Place. The -nearest stations of elevated
roads are at Ninth Street for Third Avenue
line, and Eighth Street for the Sixth Avenue
line. The charges for delegates to the. Associa-
tion will be $2.50 per day, being a substantial
deduction from the regular charges. Persons
desiring private boarding-houses should corres-
pond with J. P. Von der Heide, care of Stein-
gramme as far as completed
:
Wednesday, July 1st.
9.30 A.M. (Free to all) Opening addresses, reports,
other business,
10.30 A.M. Essay, “ Musician, Critic, mid Public,” H.
E. XreMriel, of New York.
11.30 A.M. Informal gathering.
2 r.x. Essay, “Harmony as Introductory to Compo-
sition and to Performance,” C. L. Capen, of Boston
;
dis-
enseoon introduced byE. M. Bowman, of St. Lotus,,
3 p.x. Essay, “Music in the Public Schools,” G. F.
9.30 A.M. Essay, “ Mechanical Appliances and Opera-
tions for Cultivation of Technique,” W. H. Dana, War-
ren, Ohio, and Dr. W. S. Forbes, Philadelphia, Pa.
10.30 A.M. General Business Meeting, election, etc.
11.30 A.M. Piano Recital, Carlyle Petersilea, Boston,
Mass., assisted by J. A. Metcalf, Boston, Mass.
1.30 p.M. Excursion on iron steamboat “ Sirius” from
foot of West Tenth Street, North River.
8 p.m. General concert, Miss Bloomfield and others.
The programme affords opportunity for social
culture. This should be encouraged by the
-officers by the appointment of a social or re-
ception committee, whose pleasure and duty it
shall be to introduce the members to one an-
other. This "should be done among the first
things after the Association convenes. The last
meeting could not be called a social success,
owing, perhaps, in a great part to the want of a
committee of this kind.
It is difficult to convince some that the Asso-
ciation is not a grand fishing ground where
every one can come with hook baited and
throw in his line and see what lie can catch for
himself. We will be there, d. v., but intend
leaving samples at home, and do not care to
see any one else- making a milch cow out of the
Association. The most effective way - to avoid
the evils of axe-grinding delegates is for the
officers and true friends of the Association' to
give it the definite character, of which it now
as very little. It is now open to danger from
the unscrupulous. A measure is now as likely
to be put through by intrigue as by, fair means.
The state of general culture in music in our
land, and the absence of similar associations in
all the States, makes it almost imperative for'
the Association to undertake the fostering of
enterprises for encouragement and promotion of
music, such as the American College of Musi-
cians
;
the encouragement of native talent;
the issuing of documents in the interest of
E
ublic school music
;
the protection of authors
y securing just and equitable international
copyright laws, etc. In these movements there !
is no personal ends to be gained. Far better
engage the minds of the members in benevolent
movements like the above, than listening to
performance of a piano or organ virtuoso.
It is hoped that teachers generally will attend
this musical feast prepared for them. There
should be a coming together of the weary
toilers of the day, from all parts, to hear, to
see, and to know the giants from the West, the
strong men from the North, the wise men from
the East, and the illustrious co-laborers from
the sunny South.
“RES SEVERA EST VERUM
GAUDIUM:”
There are some principles in the technical
development of piano players that are only half
S
’asped and still less carried out and impressed.
ne of these is the truth embodied in the
above motto. It is usually taken in its - aes-
thetic sense, but the severe is a true joy, in the
technical sense as well. It is the grand law of
growth that the more severe the exercise, the
greater the growth. Then why spare the
pupil? Why keep him in the cool, pleasant
shade, to grow up weak, sickly, and unformed?
and not in the life-giving beams of the hot
sun. Practice to be of benefit, must be done
on the outskirts of one’s technical attainment,
just as a railway that wishes to extend its line '
must do the work at the very extremity. The
smoothing and balancing of one’s technic call
for less exertion than the extending of bounda-
ries, which involves a sacrifice of the pleasure
of going over a well-beaten track.
There is a whole army of writers for the
piano who provide music that lies under the
fingers, expressly made for the undeveloped
hand. Beauty of harmony, sonority, the re-
courses of form and expression are all sacrifices
to avoid offending these untrained fingers.
This is flagrant humbuggery, vitiates the taste,'
and destroys all musical growth. The nandy-
pandy stuff that caters to the weakness of the
hand is the crying evil in pianism, and should
not be countenanced by the live, earnest, and
progressive teacher.
If we live naturally within ourselves, in an
'
easy, every day sort of a way, all growth is at
an end. If we play piano in the same way
that we perform the many necessary things we
do every day of our lives, we can reasonably
expect only the same results. We spend time
every day in walking, in reading, in handling
of the knife and fork, etc., 'etc?; out do we im-
prove in performing these things ? Do we walk
more gracefully ? is our step improved ? have
we more endurance ? are we better readers with
these years of practice? have we made any
improvement in handling the knife and fork ?
These things are capable of the highest culture
and adornment, but in spite of constant exer-
cise in them scarcely any perceptible improve-
ment is made in them in a life’s practice.
If we play piano or sing as we perform the j
ordinary avocation of life, we are practically '
at a stand-still. There must be a task laid and'
that made severer all 'the time.
Years ago we lost all appetite for food, we ate
less and less every day. An amateur physician
j|f^
told us to give the stomach just a little more to
do at each meal
;
we tried this, and in a few
months we had regained our appetite and vital-
ity. The stomach under this increased task
grew stronger and stronger, and just so it is in'
everything.
Ifyou examine into the method of this or tha
great teacher, it will be found that it is th
severity of his course that is after all its gjrea
merit. Tausig, in his daily studies, went on
the principle “ short but difficult” and Ehrli~t'
in his little book, “ How to Practice the Plan
i /» n * i 9 i*
;
has the following passage, which, of course*
familiar to many, but it is so to the point th
we give it entire
:
“In regard to the necessity of beginning ear
with difficult exercises, the author would ref<
to the drill of the Prussian recruits and to
example from ancient history. Observing ho
the Prussian recruits learn to march, how th
must first raise the leg, with strongly bent
very high, and hold it some time in this
tion, how they then with a jerk stretch bu
foot perfectly stiff, hold it so a xnomen
then tread on the ground, thus dividing,
m
•••....
:
)
m
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were, each step into three parts, whereas in or- AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
dinary life the practice is merely to raise the MUSICIANS,
foot a little above the ground and then set it —*—
-
down. Observing all this, one might at first There will be no meeting to examine can di-
judge this method to be more whimsical than dates this year by the American College of
useful, nay, many a superficial observer might Musicians. The reason, of this is that the or-
consider such an exercise as only worrying the ganization is not sufficiently matured to warrant
poor man for nothing, for “ in really marching the conferring of degrees. Another meeting of
he never uses this kind of step.” But pre- the charter members of the college will be held
-eisely this exercise gives the Prussian soldier one day previous to the coming annual meet-
steadiness and endurance in marching; pre- ing of the Music Teachers’ National Associa-
cisely because he has been required, practising tion. At this meeting the plan of operation
slowly
,
to exert to such a degree the power oi will be fully consummated. This delay can in
all the muscles of the foot, he is able later, in no way be attributed to any disaffection among
more rapid movement, to overcome with so the Board of Examiners or the dissolution oi
much the greater ease, the difficulties of a long the organization, but is merely cautionary :
and fatiguing march. So too, did many a prompted by the earnestness and true apprecia-
Roman soldier, before going into battle, bind into of the importance of the undertaxing by
metalic soles under his sandals, in order that the Board of Examiners and officers,
the march, when begun, might seem rather The main business of the coining meeting
a relief. In the same way, when the should be to simplify the plans and place the
pianist applies in his slow practice the most Institution on a working basis. There is now
difficult method, requiring the exertion and in this country only a necessity for two exam-
concentration of his strength, he will in a high ining boards, one for piano and one for voice,
-degree strengthen the muscles of his fingers, and The violin and organ can be added after the Col-
in playing overcome all difficulties with greater lege has become fully established. There is yet
certainty and ease. For indolent or weaky no real protection and distinction needed among
students of music, this method is of course violinists and organists. The theoretical and
not adapted
;
preservance and a certain amount the elemental could be merged into the two
of strength are in our day necessary to every departments named. This plan could be
one who desires to carry piano playing beyond strengthened by dividing the Music Teachers’
mediocrity. Nevertheless, that preseverance and National Association into two departments,—
-
earnest striving accomplish more than strength vocal and instrumental.
alone does, has been proved by the great artists There are numerous teachers in the United
Bulow and Tausig, who with slight bodily frame States who devote all their energies and time to
and small hands have done such wonders.” voice teaching. The cultivation of voice is
The underlying principle of all mechanical their life’s study, and they represent a depart-
aids to piano playing is severity. The nature ment of music which contains nearly one-half
of the practice on them demands a more vigor- of our musical activity, but at the coming
ous action of the muscles than on the piano. meeting only one essay and only one hour is
The most striking illustration of the princi- devoted to this important topic. The organist
pie here set forth is found in connection with fares still worse, he has not one essay devoted
base-ball playing. When the two professional to his department, and yet there is an organ
clubs, .one from this city and the - other from recital announced on the programme.
Boston, visited England, their purpose "was to If the ' Association would divide into vocal
exhibit their skill in base ball to the English and instrumental departments, both holding
public, but while there some of the cricket sessions at the same time and coming together
• clubs challenged them to play cricket. They on kindred subjects, it would form a basis on
' were no cricket players, but accepted the dial- which to build the American College of Musi-
lenge, and beat their English cousins in their cians. As it now exists, the college is too eom-
' own game. We are informed that the Ameri- plicated to start operations. It is confidently
cans did not lose a single game at cricket all hoped that the coming meeting will result in a
the time they were in England. This victory satisfactory adjustment ’ of the difficulties of
is owing, to a great extent, to the superior skill organization and a further promotion of the
' and greater severity of training in the game of confidence of the musical public in the object
l
nomination unless we are convinced that the
applicant is able to fulfill the required- duties.
Our applicants are, as a class, superior to the
average teacher. The inferior teacher and the
charlatan will naturally avoid making applica-
tion when his ability can be judged and his
record investigated.
We have not space to print all the vacancies
received since last issue, but give a few speci-
mens.
Female college, California
;
vocal and draw-
ing and painting
;
salary, $500 and home;
female desired.
Teacher of Music and Art in State of Ken-
tucky
;
on the per cent, basis.
Female college, Missouri
;
vocal only
;
salary,
$700.
College in Washington Territory
;
music and
art, with common English branches
;
salary,
$450 and home.
Director of music in Conservatory of Music
connected with large western college
;
salary,
$1500.
Teacher of vocal and instrumental music in
the South
;
salary, $600 and home.
Teacher of Art in female college in the far
South
;
salary, not stated.
Normal school, Iowa
;
vocal and instrumental
;
salary, $600 and home.
Female college in upper Southern State;
vocal and piano
;
salary, $500 and home; fe-
male desired.
State Normal School in the West; vocal and
instrumental music
;
female wanted
;
salary,
$700.
Music school in tlje West; teacher of violin
and other orchestral instruments
;
salary, from
$75 to SICK) a month.
Two assistants, female, in Southern college
;
vocal and instrumental required
;
average salary
paid.
For further information regarding the Bureau
see circulars, which will be sent on application.
a en i n i
base ball over the game of cricket.
Dr. Winship, of Boston, whose power of lift-
ing dead weight is well known, was a man oi
slight frame, so much so that his school-fellows
ridiculed him for his shadowy form. This ag-
gravated him, and he began a system of train-
ing similar to what we would desire to see
adopted by all teachers of music in training
Oils. He, by careful adjustment of weightsjudicious practice, increased his lifting
power till it reached the astounding amount of
2800 pounds. We will not amplify on this, but
c
;
i
of the college.
SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS.
Thebe are a great many teachers who have
measured their knowledge with the spirit of --
the times, and find it deficient, rusty, and im-
perfect. These teachers desire to improve and
I bring their knowledge and methods up to the
times. They have not the means to go abroad
or give up teaching for a year, but are willing
to make any reasonable sacrifice and every
possible effort to become better prepared for
.
their life’s work. To these Summer Music
Schools are of great benefit. They are about
the only advantages the average music teachers
have for self-improvement Music teaching re-
MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU OF
ENGAGEMENT.
Activity in this department of The Etude
is steadily increasing. We have now on our
books a large number of vacancies of all kinds,
with salaries ranging from two hundred to two
allow our readers to consider the suggestions thousand dollars. We confine our operations
v 1 . A . 11* . T • _ .1. • /vf 1nomirwr A 4
here made. Ask yourself, do I in my teachini
and with myself advance in severity, or do
plod over the same old ground ?
Pere aspera ad astra.
The first volume of “ The Musicians” by
'
Ridley Prentice,' we expect to have ready for
distribution by the middle of this month. The
work is designed as an aid to the better under-
standing of piano-forte music.
mm
principally to institutions of learning. At
present we have more vacancies than appli-
cants for those who combine vocal and instru-
mental, and those that are able to assist in
French or German. Modem languages axe so
closely connected with music, not only that the
leading conservatories of music teach them in
connection with music, but the two depart-
ments are often combined in colleges and
taught by the same teachers, that we find it
necessary for the completion of our Bureau, to
Dr. F. L. Ritter will, in a few weeks, conduct add at least French and German, thejsame as
the annual examination for the degree of Musi* we have with painting and drawing,
calBachelor at Trinity College, Toronto, Canada. Our aim is to conduct a Bureau that shall
ggjjjgy The examination papers we will publish in a gain
succeeding issue. L.s ,.. of 1<
;> ' ' y \ , ' . ' ' f
JIVJ. MAW w — —— - “ - —
tone calls for an actual contact with it to
its character. Teaching vocal and instrun:
music by mail, has proven a comparative
ure. The" small place or college you mj
connected with, will never afford you the i
ties for improving yourself and your mi
of teaching. AUthatislefttosatisfyyourcrs
for more knowledge, is to leave your pla
at least for the summer months. The ex]
at these Summer Schools, including tmtios
board, is not much greater than ordinary 1
expenses. For the benefit of ottr inter
readers, we briefly give an account of '
Summer Schools that have come undo
notice:
,
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We have received numerous letters regaa
wood. The following- extract from a letter of
Dr. Palmer^ will explain itself
:
New York, N. Y., May 27, 1885.
Dear Mb. Presses :
I have been so overwhelmed with the closing of onr
Church Choral Union, that I. was obliged to place all
my correspondence in waiting. I am so severely over-
worked that I feel it an absolute necessity that I rest
this summer. I heartily thank yon for your kind in-
terest, and promise that next year I will be in the field
if life and health are spared.
Years truly,
H. E. Palmer.
We learned, however, from W. H. Sherwood,
that he will go on with his portion of the work
and. hold a Summer School exclusively for
piano teachers and students. Particulars can
be had by addressing him at 611 Washington
Street, Boston, Mass.
J. Harry Wheller will conduct a school at
Steubenville, Ohio. The faculty includes some
eminent teachers. A list of them will be found
in an advertisement in another part of this
issue. The school, we can recommend as being
first-class in every respect, and deserves a liberal
patronage from the profession,
S. W. Straub holds his twelfth annual ses-
sion. at Whitewater, Wis. (See advertisement.)
The eminent pianist and teacher, Adolph
Koeliing, will be connected with the school.
He has a complete corp of instructors, and
those of the West or North will find in this
school, every need supplied. Miss Amy Fay
taught in this school for a number of years,
but is this,year off to Europe.
One of the most delightful Summer Schools.
is the one held at Cottage City, Mass. (See
advertisement.)
This is a semi summer resort, and music is 1
only one out of the twenty-two departments
taught. Mr. Geo. H. Howard, whose Course in
Harmony has been running in The Etude, for
over a year, and W. H. Daniell, the author of
“ Voice and How to use it,” will have charge of
the musical department. Those who wish to
combine study with recreation, will find what
they want in this school. Dr. Geo. F. Root,
one of the great promoters of Normal Schools,
will hold the annual session at Elmira, N. Y.
He will have associated with him, Carl Zeirahn
as vocal conductor, Emil Liebling, of Chicago,
;
as pianist, Fred W. Root, for voice culture.
This school has a national reputation, and is
known for its good work. Circulars can be had
of John Church & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
J. F. Kinsey, with a large corp of teachers
and assistants, will hold a Normal at Fostoria,
O. There are in all eight instructors, six solists,
and five assistants. One. can attend this school
for a remarkable low price. $20 will pay for a
full normal course
,
board and room rent, of
a four weeks’ season. In this connection, we
might also mention that the leading conserva-
tories usually hold summer sessions. And
good private instructions is always available in
lar^e cities. Where there is a sincere desire to
to improve, the means to accomplish the end
will not-be wanting.
FOR THE ETUDE.
A PIECE OF PEACE.
Mr. Editor
:
I AM no great controversalist, neitheram I a professional
critic, forhaving been bom and reared in the quiet old Key-
stone State, Ihave imbibed certain Quaker proclivities, and
therefore become easily horrified at all wars and. rumors
of wars. Thus my readers will comprehend how utterly
shocked I have become through the violent outbreaks of
technico-phonetife tbat have burst upon my ears for some
weeks past. “ Surely,”- said I to myself, “ I am sur-
rounded by the fire of civil dissension, and I must flee or
climb a tree.” Having a great bump of curiosity I
climbed the tree that I might see, and this is what I
I beheld a large army encamped round about. There
were the officers, a noble looking lot of men, mustering
out their battalions. Some were ordered to dress-paradg,
some to the guard, others to the entrenchments, lifow
and then a lazy, sneaky-looking fellow would attempt to
steal a imp, but he was always promptly court martialed
and put in the stocks. Away in the rear, where was
collected a motley-looking crowd, renegades from all
parts of the earth, there seemed to be continual quarrel-
ing and not a few deserters from the ranks. Up in the
front all seemed peace and quiet, and “ the work went
bravely on,” until a young lady in the first rank, stepped
out of her tent and quietly hung out a modest “ dish-
rag.”
Some concealed villian, perceiving the move, fired.
Fortunately he missed his mark, as I saw both the young
lady and the “rag” a moment afterwards, and neither
had received a scratch.
JJSfith a perfection of pluck, the young lady turned and
promptly discharged a volley of shot at the point where
her assassin lay. I think she must have killed him, as I
have not heard him squirm or groan since. I had to ad-
mire the young lady’s sagacity in spotting her man in the
“ north” wing instead of the “ east,” where he shot up his
rocket. How the officers applauded, and the soldiers
cried bravo 1
Hardly had the echoes died away when thererbappened
something over in another part of the camp, so laughable
that I instinctively clutched my limb tighter for fear I
might bob off and put an untimely end to this narrative.
I saw an elderly person (I could’nt quite distinguish the
sex) step out, load up an old flint-lock musket, and, after
lifting it and squinting along the rusty, crooked barrel,
banged away at a broad mark, hitting wide of it. The
shameful part remains to be told. The old man (assum-
ing the gender) had no sooner wiped the beaded perspira-
tion from his brow when some malicious chap in the next
tent hooted and called out the boys to laugh and make
fun of the innocent old fellow. How my blood boiled.
It struck me as entirely wrong to thus interfere with the
sport of old people that way. “Indeed,” exclaimed I,
“whose gun was that? and whose powder ? and was
anybody hurt ?”
My attention was now called in another direction. A
large Teutonic-looking gentleman was standing upon a
barrel, and in a loud voice proclaiming the merits of a
certain noiseless weapon he had invented. .An eager
crowd gathered around this impromptu platform. The
gentleman recommended his machine for general use,
especially in case of night attacks, where quiet movement
was demanded, and was furthermore said to do its deadly
work far more effectually than the common uoisy artil-
lery. He made a good speech, and everybody seemed to
agree with him, until up rushed an impetuous “crabbed”
sort of a fellow that had but recently “jined.” He bore
at arms length an ordinary double-barreled shot-gun, and,
shaking it vehemently at the orator, shouted, “ Sir, do
you reckon you can make that thing go ? Why, you can’t
go to war with a ‘broomstick!’ and do you think your
missile can out shoot this gun of my grand-daddy’s f I’ll
try you one
;
all ready, take aim ”
“ But,” expostulated the German, “ you are overloaded,
and don’t understand myself, your gun ”
The explanation was cut short, bang went the blunder-
buss for such it proved to be. . . . The camp is quiet
now for a little while, I hear the beat of muffled drums,
and slowly wends the ambulance adown the tented field.
Again the camp was all astir, men gathered together
in groups in earnest discussion. Was it mutiny? No,
j
one was saying “ I rest my gun so, and pull with the first
finger.” “ Bah,” said the other, “ hold it this way and
pull with the second finger.” I raised my spy-glass
quickly, but peer as I could, I positively assert I could
see no difference in the finger used. “ How silly,” I ex-
claimed, “ surely these men have nothing else to do but
quibble.”
Well, I can’t tell you all I saw, 1 became much in-
terested in the sharp sword practice between the generals,
because they carefully avoided wounding each other ; but
I must confess I shuddered at file many little pugilistic
attacks I saw among the privates, because one. or both
Usually came out more or less banged up. The shades
of eve were drawing nigh; it was with many a long
drawn sigh I slid down from my perch on high ; I had
seen enough.
.
~
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I had only gone a little ways when I saw the fossilised
form of Old Fogy looming up, and a large crowd around
him. Some listened, but more were poking fun at him.
I knew the harmless nature of the old fellow, so I
approached to hear what it was all about, The boy?
had quieted down and allowed the old gentleman to
proceed. I don’t know whether it was the effects of my
presence or not, but here is what I heard
:
“Ye see, boys, I am the friend to the old musket,
which cleaned out the varmints in ’78. These new-
fangled shooters be a nuisance entirely. Ye see, boys,
it’s fire what makes a bullet whizz, and flint’s as good -as
percussion any day, and no bust up to it. What was good
enough for my gran’ther ’ll do me, I tell ye. Same way
I’m agin’ all this regimental dressin’ and drillin’. Take
'
old Iz Putnam and old Nat Greene, there was a couple
of plough boys for ye what made good sojers without any
fixin up before band. What’s the odds I want to kao’
how a feller carries his gun, or how he raises up his foot
when he walks. You can’t make a mule 'drink just by
ridin’ him into the water. You can’t likewise make a
sojer by ‘ right-about’ facin’’ him around, and makin’ him
cut up capers with his gun barrel. Speekin’ of guns.
There’s a feller in camp now selling an air gun what
goes off without any bang to it, he says. No gun that.
If it is, I don’t want it. I can imagin’ how my gun sounds,
hut I want to hear her speak when she does speak. The
reason there’s so much noise in ye gun is because ye load
too freely. Do as I do. A thin wad with a little salt.
All the same to practice with ye see.” The old fellow
paused, the boys cheered vociferously. Having wiped off "
the perspiration from his brow he proceeded.
“ Secondly, to reassume once more, I’ll tell ye another
thing. There’s a doctor in camp. He oughter be nnrsin*
the sick; but no, he ^travels around carvin’ up dead
corpuses. He lectures on nat’ral physic and studies in
his book, which is called ‘ Darwin’s Paradise Lost,’
Darwin was. a feller what liveTln France in the time of
the crusade of St. Peter against the Mohammedans. I
don’t quite remember the date, but he discovered revolu-"
tion. He philosofized on natural physic, too, and he
took the idee into his head that all mankind, women, and
children was once a monkey, and the monkey wis a
duck, and the duck was a fish, and so on down to just
nothin’. How did he know ? ’Cause a man is web-
handed and footed, so is a monkey, so is a duck. Now,
is that any sense ? ’Cause one of yer chaps can wiggle
his ear a bit, does it go to show his grandfather was a
donkey? jay
*
**&
This doctor believes ajl this trash,' and wants to slit
folkses fingers apart t^make ’em shoot better. Don’t yer
do it. All he is after is to experiment on you. Let yer
fingers alone. It is yer head what shoots, not yer fingers
;
keep yer head level ” Just then the wind shifted, and I-
could not catch a single word more.
I will not try in future to such scenes descry. But
should you ask the latest news, I will reply. Till then
I bid you, friend, good-by,—From
HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS.
BY DR. CARL FUCHS.
1
ass*
I
As long as the student finds one passage in a compost* '
tion that still contains some difficulty for him, he should
not attempt to play it in public.
The pedal is a hypocrite. Use it as you would use a
diplomatist.
Air and water are better for the nerves of a pianist
than beer and tobacco smoke.
Of all the vast number of those who give piano In-
struction (I mean non-professional teachers) there are
certainly not ten out of every hundred
first of Cramer’s Etudes at any moment in
dTP rr?g-T?miafnf?
and second, the most consummate repose tmd freedom,
from muscular tension at the moment when the key Is
pressed down. The power, therefore, which in the un-
trained state of the lingers is undivide i, must be sepa-
rated into two factors as widely removed as possible from
each other, in an increased activity and an increased
passivity, in mobility, and, in quiesence, in the meet sen-
sitive excitability and the most entire absence of tension.
These are the mechanical pr< parties of touch, or its visi-
ble features. The other or audible side, which is requi-
site to complete the conception as a whole, is the quality
of tone to be produced. The tone to be derived in the
foregoing manner, must be distinct abet stand in exact
relation to the dynamic activity of the finger. On both
sides the point of departure must be a nominal medium.
The movement of the finger mus. be neither constrained
nor relaxed
;
it must appear as natural as if it were In-
born. The fingers must possess unfettered, individual
freedom of movement, and the sound must have a pro-
portionate degree of power. The hearing must become
acute enough to recognize this proportionality in the same
manner as does the eye in the sphere of visible phenomena.
The tone must possess a volume in accordance with the
relations of length and power in the lingers, and must be
suggestive neither of the influence of the arm, nor of
weakness in the finger tips. It must be full, clear, and
neither too strong nor too weak. Above all things, it
must be pearly. To an ear in immediate proximity to
the key-board, the fall of the fingers will be perceptible
through a light tapping of the finger tips at the moment
of contact with the keys.—
D
b. Adolph Kullak.
Among the many obstacles east in the way of students
of instrumental music, the efforts of well-meaning but
short-sighted instructors to force them to conform to cer-
tain methods of technique, is one of the most prevalent
and injurious. Complaints are constantly heard from
pupils who have gone from one master to another in the
hope of acquiring a method suited to their capacity, mud
who are wasting time and energy in the pursuit, the work
;
of each new master having been to throw discredit on the
labors of his predecessor, and to seek to undo all that has
I been learned from him.
There is no doubt that if there were greater sympathy
and interest on the part of the master, more progress
would be made, and the attention not being entirely ab-
sorbed with technical details, more time would be given
to study of the poetic and spiritual meaning of works,,
No one questions the existence of individuality in char-
acter, but little thought has been given by musie {teachers i
to individuality in the formation of hands. The position
of a teacher toward his pupils, with few exceptions, is
analogous to that of the mother, who attempts to train the
different members of her family, with their varied traits
and peculiarities, according to a system, which compels
each to go through the same groove, and of necessity,
crushes so much that is original and beautiful. The aim
of every teacher ought to be to ascertain what is the most
natural system for each pupil, and the one that most tends
to facilitate execution, instead ef attempting to force them
to facilitate execution, instead of attempting to force them
into the method of certain “schools.” But for the very
noticeable tendency among young American students of
the present day to regard technique as of first importance,
it would seem almost absurd to say that it should be con-
sidered merely as a means to an end, namely, the repro-
duction of the works of the great composers by the
simplest means.
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
With this issue we close the series of Questions which
Artistic Success.
—
Is the absence of success neces- concerns the siezing or pressing down of the key. That were commenced one year ago. We present to our
sarily a sign of lack of merit? “ Some are celebrated, is to say, after the faIVthe tip of the finger must press readers Prof. J. K. Paine’s questions at the annual ex-
others deserve to be,” said Lessing. That an artist is not down upon the key in a manner so pliant, firm, and yet aminatlon of Harvard College. Written answers were
j.'- sufficiently recognized, does not always demonstrate that despite all firmness, so soft, that, free from any sliding required from each member Of the class, prepared upon
A
, he is involved in a contradiction with art itself, but often forwards or backwards, it appears attached to the key as a given day, in the class-room and withoutaid of books,
only that he is not in unison with the tijnes, and that he if by a vacuum. The application of the finger to the key notes, or Instrument,
*
is not willing to place himself in unison at the cost of must take place with a delicacy calculated to produce the omN; questions on harmony, as the ground 1ms
concessions. What Is truly honorable in every one is impression that the finger tip is a soft semi-liquid, easily been gone over several times in previous questions:
ever to maintain In the turmoil of life, the requisite kneaded substance, resting quite securely wherever il counterpoint.
cent, who can give this simple requirement, and of them
the number who can play all the fifty etudes of Cramer
(edited by von Bulow) is certainly not more than ten per
cent. Is this not a fact ? And still it does not seem to
be asking too much to require of those who wish to pass
examination for piano teacher the ability to perform at
least the last two of those etudes as specialities.
One may be a bad teacher and still be a good pianist,
but never the reverse.
He who does not play piano every day cannot possibly
know the sensation of the hand nor even of a linger when
on the key-board.
Guard yourself from becoming a prisoner So any cast-
iron schedule of practicing which you may devise. He
who practices according to a certain invariable programme
must of necessity elude the maxim which Leuerbach pro-
pounded as the principle of morality : “ Obey all your
inclinations, but take care not to become their victim.”
Exercises on the mute piano cannot be unmusical, for
a mute can make no errors of speech. Nor do we try to
learn speech from such a one, hut still it may teach us to
loosen the ligaments of the fingers, those eloquent tongues
of a good pianist.
The orchestra is the ideal of the pianist, but lie in turn
is also the ideal of the orchestra. The one is admired
for its richness of coloring, the other for the distinctness
of ail the parts when all are animated by the same master-
spirit.
One cannot be interesting without being rytlimically so.
But nevertheless a performer should not attempt to engage
the attention of his audience by any other means than
those by which the composer wishes to interest them.—
(Translated for The Etude by A. J. G.)
IJjaclKtsf ScpartiucM
Wkekeveb we see a professional man forever speaking
against others of the same profession, we set him down
as one who does not stand on firm ground.
“ It took,” or, “ It did not take,” is what folks say now-
a-days. As if there was nothing higher to live for than
to “ take” with people.
In literature, whoever is unacquainted with the most
Important novelties, passes for unimformed. We ought
to be up to that point in music
—
Schumann.
That art is the highest and most comprehensive which
is able most worthily to reveal the Spiritual, and the
material of which is best able to take to itself the Spiritual
in all its fullness ; while that art is lowest which is least
capable of this, and has most to contend with materiality.
—Fbakz Bbendkl. #
ie should
sprang flowers from out the velvet turf. The birds were
singing sweet plaintive notes as if to tell ns who they
were watching over. We gathered some of the rose-
buds which grew at the foot of the grave. We almost
fancied that we could hear voices from among the
branches talking from out the past. With reverent
uncovered heads we bowed at this shrine in involuntary
prayer. A stillness reigned unbroken save by the twit-
tering of the birds, it seemed in the gathering twilight
as if they, too, were mourning for
—
Frederic Chopin.
does he represent in this branch ? State the characteris-
tics of his style as exhibited in the form, orchestral
coloring, and emotional expression of his works. The
Ninth Symphony as a representative work of art. '
’ 13. Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Schumann, and the
3.
Write an example of equal counterpoint in four
parts t© .the bass given on the blackboard.
4’ Give an account of the resources that may be em-
ployed in counterpoint of the second order, two notes
against one.
*4. Origin of the organ, harpsichord, and violin
;
at
what period did these instruments severally attain their
full development.
5. What progress did the Italian opera make in the
eighteenth century in the development of the recitative,
air, chorus, and orchestral accompaniment ? Name the
masters who best represent the Neapolitan opera style.
“6. What were the characteristics of French opera
under Lully and Rameau ?
7. Bach
:
give & brief outline of his career, and an
account of his principal vocal and instrumental composi-
tions. What position does Bach occupy as a representa-
tive master, and what forms of music did he complete ?
Describe the characteristics of. his counterpoint.
8. Handel : state briefly the chief events of his life,
and name his principal works. What object did his long
career as a dramatic composer serve ? What place do
Handel’s Oratorios hold in the historical development of
musical art ?”
9. Haydn: give an account of the Symphony as de-
veloped by Haydn. What is thematic treatment 1 What
elements of style are combined in the modern symphony ?
*10. Gluck’s career at Paris as a dramatic composer
;
bis theory of art.
11. Mozart: give a brief account of his. Wbat posi-
tion does be hold in musical history? Describe the
principal characteristics of his dramatic life.
How did Mozart improve the art of instrumentation ?
Give an account of his three best symphonies.
12. Beethoven
:
give a brief sketch of his life. Wbat
influence did he have on instrumental music, and what
smi.
Vermont Methodist Seminary, Montpelier
,
Vt. A. A.
Hadley, Director.
1.
Vesper Hymn, Raff
;
2. Etude, Op. 22, No. l, Wol-
lenhaupt, 3. Six variations on Nel cor piu, Beethoven
;
4.
O Come, Let ns Worship (anthem), Himmel ; 5. Ga-
votte, Op. 84, Durand ; 6. Spring Idyl, Op. 2, No. 2,
Gade
;
7. Hymn of Nuns (organ), Wely
;
8. Serenade, „
Op. 32, Jensen ; 9. Mazourka, Op. 10, No. 3, Moszkow-
ski
;
10. Chorale with variations. Op. 55, No. 3 (organ),
Rinck
;
11. Consolation, Mendelssohn ; 12. Gavotte in
G Minor, Bach; 13. Cast Thy Bread on the Waters
;
(sacred song), Roeckel
;
14. Songe de Bernhear (Va’se
Caprice), S. Smith ; 15. Whispering Hope (vocal duet),
Hawthorne
;
16. Adagio, with variations, Op. 76, No. “3,
Haydn : 17. Valse Bnlliante, Kowalski ; 18. Procession
March (organ), S. Clark.
Virginia Female Institute, Staunton, Va. F. B. IPe66, A
Director of Music. j :
1. Melody in F, Rubinstein ; 2. Storming the Heights
(chorus); 3. Woodland Home Mazourka, Kfissaer; 4. ^
Tell Me, O Beautiful Malden (song), Gounod ; 5. Snta J
Without Words, No. 6, Mendelssohn ; 6. When the
Robins Nest Again (song) ; 7. Tyroles-Lied, Kohler ;18.
-
'
many and the merry student life behind us, we had
wandered through the Hartz Mountains, reveling amid
the scenes of “Faust,” stopping at The Brocken, at
Gottingen, Cassels, Frankfurt, and Heidelberg
;
we had
floated down the grand old sleepy Rhine, stopping at
Bingen,—“ Fair Bingen on the Rhine, ’ ’—Coblenz, and
Bonn. Ah ! what memories cluster about that visit in
Bonn
;
how almost with reverence did we traverse the
streets there
;
how with anxious feelings did we search
for the Beethoven house, or rather the two houses where
Beethoven is said to have resided in his earlier boyhood,
and the monument,—we visited it. How many thoughts
came crowding themselves upon us, we thought of the
many years since Beethoven, had left Bonn a poor lonely
boy, of his weary life, his ambitions and disappoint-
ments
;
his solitary death and his almost unnumbered
grave at Vienna.. Then we recalled to mind the work
of the kind and loving hands which had reared this
noble monument to his memory
;
we refer to the Meister
(Liszt), for it is to Mm that thanks are due
;
he donated
thousands of francs, the proceeds of Ms concerts, to this
"work, and we would not forget to speak of that other
Immortal name which appears on the tablet of a monu-
ment in the Friedhoff there, Robert Schumann. We
walked a long time before we found the spot, but at last
we same to it. In a lovely nook among some arbor
vitse trees, a beautiful work of art marks his resting
place. The monument is of the bas-relief style in
granite and carrara marble. ' A medalion surrounded by
laurel wreath contains a fine profile likeness of the master.
This surmounts the other work
;
below it and at the foot
sits a female figure gazing longingly and lovingly up at
her husband. It is an' exquisitely worked statue of
Madame Clara Schumann, made from, a portrait taken
when she was Schumann’s young and beautiful wife.
We stayed long looking at these two faces so full of lan-
guage unspeakable, and with regret did we bid adieu to
them and . to Bonn and turn our faces northward to
Cologne. ...
'
We had been several days in Paris
;
it was a Sabbath
morning; we awoke with the sun’s first rays, which
easie peeping in between the folds of the heavy window
drapery of our department. How should we spend this
this lovely day? It was settled that we would make a
pilgrimage to Fere la Chaise, how could we better employ
our time? We hurried out into the fresh morning air .
it was a perfect June morning. Every person knows,
who has experienced it, what such a morning in Paris
means. Alter sipping onr chocolate, we wended oar
way through the maze of streets and boulevards out to
I this famous city of the dead. It seemed as if we walked
for hours with undiminished interest. Bat we coaid not
leave the holy place without visiting the section where
rest the illustrious departed, those who have been great
and shining lights in the world of musical art. How
appropriate that we should leave them for the last of our
visit. We walked and walked, having given up all hope
of finding the place, when, suddenly, we came upon
three names,—Cherubini, Boikldieu, and Beixini.
We were in the presence of the great composers of the
opera epoch. We gathered leaves and flowers from each
grave. We found many a name which caused us to
pause and recall events in the history of each. We were
wending onr way down the hillside through a shady
dell, when we came upon an iron railing, with a monu-
ment of white marble raised somewhat above it. Over-
1. William Tell (duo), Berger
;
2. Citizen’s Galop,
Volti
;
3. Le Reveil, Goebbarts
;
4. One Souvenir, Lu-
dovie
;
5. 11 BaCio, Oesten
;
6. By the Blue Sea (vocal),
Smart
;
7 . La Gouoleid, Oesten
;
8, Beauties of Para-
dise, Straebbog
,
9. Polka Militaire, Ascher
;
10. Kath-
leen Mavoumeen, Crouch
;
11. Thine Own, Lange
;
12.
Recitation, Sioux Chief's Daughter
;
13. Welcome to
Spring
.
(trio), Oesten
;
14. Rhapsodie Hongroise, Liszt
(arranged by Maylath)
;
15. Under the/Greenwood Tree
;
16. Tyrolese’ Melody, Krug
;
17. Marqh of the Videttes,
Englebrecht
;
18. Nearer, my God, to/Thee, Ryder
;
19.
Trot de Cavalier, Spindler
;
20. Prayer from Othello (for
left hand alone), M. Strakosch
;
21. Le rdveil du Lion
(duo), di Kontski
;
22. The Last Adieu, Hall
;
23. Galop
Brilliante, Sponholtz
;
24 . Chasse Infernal, Rolling.
Baxterian Institute, Des Moines, Iowa. Miss Julia E.
Eicholls, Directress.
1. Violin Concerto in D (four hands), Beethoven
;
2.
Mazourka in C Minor, Wm. H. Sherwood
;
3. Sonata in,
E flat, Haydn
;
4. Tarantelle No. 1, Mills ; 5. My Lover
is a Sailor Lad (vocal solo), Schleiffarth
;
6. Sonata in D,
Schubert
;
7. Gavotte in G Minor, Bach
;
8. Sonata in
G, Haydn
;
9. Hungarian Dances, Nos. 3 and 4, Brahms
10.
Adieu, Scbubert-Heller
;
11. Mazourka in B flat,
Chopin
;
12. Promenadeo D’nr Solitaire, Heller
;
13.
Symphonic in G Minor (four hands), Mozart
;
14. Ga-
votte- in G Minor, Dupont
;
15. Spinning Song (vocal
solo), Cowen
;
16. March in C, Concone
;
17. Symphonic
in C (four hands), Mozart.
Milwaukee School of Music. John C^FiErjiore, Director,
1. Lonre (from violoncello suite), J. S. Bach
;
2.
Novelette in F, Schumann
;
3. Sonata, No. 5 (for violin
and piano), Beethoven
;
4. Tenor Aria, Cujus Aniinam
(from the Stabat Mater), Rossini ; 5. Etude in C sharp
Minor, Op. 25, Chopin ; 6. Valse, B. Godard ; 7. Senta’s
Ballad (from the Flying Dutchman), Wagner-Liszt
;
8.
Liebestranm (song), Ch. Morley
;
9. Im Carueval,
Tschaikowsky
;
10. Valse de Concert, Wieniawski
;
11.
Le Printemps (Valse), Teresa Carreno
;
12. Airs Bohe-
miens et Styriens (violin solo), H. Leonard.
Music by Italian Composers, Lucy Cobb Institute. Mbs
Emma I. James
,
Teacher.
1. Sleep, Noble Child—Blanche of Provence (Chorus),
Chernbini
;
2. Minuet, Boccherini
;
3. To., a Violette
.
(song), Scarlatti
;
4. Die Vc^tslin (overture), Spontini
;
5. Tre Giomi Son Che—Nina (song), Pergolese
;
6. Cat’s
Fugue, Scarlatti
;
7. Gavotte, Lully
;
8. Ah ! Heart be
Hushed (song), Donizetti
;
9. On Rosy Wings of Love
(song), Verdi
;
10. I’m no longer Poor, Amelta (song),
Ricci
;
11. Overture to William Tell (four hands), IMS-
imitative COUNTERPOINT AND FUGUE.
1. Compose an example of imitative counterpoint in
four parts to the choral, “ Vom Himmel boch da komin
ich her.”
2. Define the fugue. What are principal parts and
devices of the fugue? Give a separate account of each.
3. What are the general divisions in the form of a
complete fugue, and the usual modulations that take
place in the course of a fugue ?
4. State the order of the entrance and recurrence of
the voices in the treatment of the subject, and other
principal materials of the fugue in two voices.
5. Compose a two-part fugue to the theme given on
the blackboard.
HISTORY OF MUSIC.
Impromptu Soiree Mvsicale, by Young Pupils (from 9 to
15). Mrs. F. V. E. Dorsey, Teacher.
the theme given on the blackboard.
,
6. Give the rules of counterpoint of the third order,
four notes against one.
7. Write an example of three-part counterpoint, four
notes against one, cantus firmus in the bass and counter-
point in the alto to the theme given on the blackboard.
8. Write an example of two-part counterpoint (3-2),
cantus firmus in the alto and counterpoint in soprano, to
the theme given on the blackboard.
9. Define double counterpoint, and give the rules of
double counterpoint in the octave.
10. Write double counterpoint in the octave with an
additional voice in the alto, cantus firmus in the bass, to
the theme given on the blackboard.
11. Give the rules of double counterpoint in the tenth
and twelfth.
12. Write double counterpoint in the tenth, with an
added middle part, to the theme given on the blackboard.
(Give important dates. Two of the questions marked
with an asterisk may be omitted.)
1. Describe the mediaeval church modes and their
characteristics, and give an account of the reform in the
tonal -system.
2. Give & sketch of instrumental music from Giovanni
Gabrieli i to Sebastian Bach,
*3. Why did instrumental music naturally succeed
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ported to the highest ecstasy, forgetting, as it
were, that they are on this planet, while others
.1 i ... .1 , * , „ * a , .
feel only the temporary sensation of an electric
fluid It is a well-known fact in physics that
electricity produces a magnetic power of at-
traction between different bodies
;
a glass tube
rubbed with a woolen cloth will cause little
flakes of paper to adhere to it, but the moment
that the electric spark is broken, the paper will
fall off from the tube
;
in other words, magne-
tism is for the time being suspended. So in
music, many of her votaries, when judged from
Hie stand-point of mental culture, do not reach
higher than the glass tube in the realm of in-
organic bodies
;
for only during the perform-
ance^ the artist, be he singer, pianist, or violin
player, the audience become electrified and
magnetized. Alas, the electric fluid emanating
from the artist being exhaused, the hearers, like
two opposite poles, become separated like a
non-conductor. I think that if our great and
eminent artists would reflect on this physical
phenomenon, it would teach them and others
Ik wholesome lesson.
—
H. Ehrlich.
THE ETtTDE.
pjgfriitm Pa«|»,
In the moral world good intentions secure re-
spect and appreciation. In the realm of art
they account for nothing. In that sphere only
ability is the standard by which the artist is
judged.—Schopenhauer.
Talents of a second rank will always be apt
to create their works within the old traditional
forms and rules
;
genius ignores traditions, for
it cannot bear fetters.—Robert Schumann.
Whenever music is produced in opera, con-
cert, or oratorio it is done for its own intrinsic
value. Those who can’t understand its tonal
language may keep away. Not so in the church
;
there music iff cultivated in the service of re-
ligion, and must therefore remain subordinate
to the liturgy. People do not go to church for
the sake of music, but music enters the sanc-
tuary for the purpose of edifying the worshipers.
—I. E. Lobe.
Music is the only universal language
;
with
the aid of this divine art we can express more
than with words. Music makes the sad cheerful,
and turns serenity into melancholy
;
it makes
the healthy more vigorous and active, and re-
stores the sick to renewed health
;
it has the
power to allay the wrath of the violent, and to
turn the phlegma into excitability. Music is
differently expressed, according to the frame of
mind, or to the condition of the nervous system
;
tenderness of feeling will produce soft and deli-
cate music
;
a barbarous people has only bar-
barous music, hardly differing from the howling
of wolves, or the barking of dogs
;
it excitSfybiit
does not refine. Only the music of the refined
is an outward manifestation of a civilized com-
munity.
—
Democritus.
In critisizing the works of the great masters,
we often follow the example of a certain young
painter, who for the first time beheld the won-
derfully executed frescoes of Cornelius at the
Glyptothek, in Munich. Speaking of them to
an older colleague, he frankly admitted that he
could not admire the first time he saw them,
and when he looked upon them the second time
he still failed to admire. Whereupon the old
expert admonished him to go again and again,
to study the frescoes until he could admire.
The works of genius are so eminently high
above the conception of the ordinary mind
that true modesty ought never to forget how
conceited it is to criticize adversely, and that
• the deficiency is more likely with 'the masses
than with the artist. W. H. Riehl.
In listening to music not all persons
are affected l ke
;
some re r s s bl ran
NTH ANNUAL MEETING
THE MUSIC TEACHERS’
TIONAL ASSOCIATION.
{Official.
)
That the Music Teachers’ National Association was
founded at just the right time, and that it was based
upon wise principles, is clearly demonostrated by its
vigorous growth, and by its success even in the face of
indifference, and often worse than indifference, on the
part of those interested, viz.
,
the members of the musi-
cal profession. It would be interesting to write the
various stages of its growth, to follow out the various
lines of influence which have conspired to build it up
upon its present basis, but it would be impossible at
this time to follow out this line of thought at length,
as we have to present to the readers of The Etude, the
programme for the Ninth Annual Meeting of this body,
at the Academy of Music, New York City, July 1st, 2d,
and 3d, .1885. A glance at the list of essayists will
emphasize the fact that the best elements in the pro-
fession will be represented, and that it is becoming more
and more in fact as in name, national. The subjects to
be presented are worthy of careful consideration, as they
strike at the root of many important questions seriously
affecting the development and continued progress ox
musical art in this country. It is to be hoped that all
persons interested in such a broad and well-rounded de-
velopment of our musical resources—whether actively
by professional work, or passively by sustaining and co-
operating with the various organizations which are ac-
complishing so much throughout the country—may feel
that the Music Teachers’ National Association is worthy
of their cordial support, and recognition. One fact in
this connection must he borne in mind, viz., that this
Association at the present time does stand as a represen-
tative body, and a$'sueh, it will represent either the best
or the worst elements of our profession, in just the pro-
portion that either element predominates in its counsels.
It becomes then the plain duty of every true musician
throughout the country to enter its ranks, and by wise
counsel and active labor, make it not only a worthy
representation of all that is best in our profession, but
also render it a power for good, and a source of justifi-
able pride on the part of its members.
Feeling confident that such an interest will be taken
in the coming meeting as will justify the brightest hopes
of its succeas, and that its deliberations will materially
advafice the best interests of musical art.
At a general meeting of the musical profession of New
I York City and vicinity, held in Steinway Hall, April
22, 1885, the following resolutions, offered by Mr. A. R.
Parsons, were unanimously adopted :
“ Whereas, The Music Teachers’ National Association,
originating in the great Middle States of the Union, has
grown in power and influence until nearly all prominent
representatives of the musical profession, East and West,
North and South, have become enrolled on its list of
members
;
the said Association having, among other
good and practical works, developed the idea of an
American College of Musicians, empowered to confer
degrees indicative of the nature and scope of the pro-
fessional attainments of their bearers, thus establishing
in behalf of ambitions and earnest workers in the musi-
cal profession definite standards for self-estimation as
well as for public recognition
;
and
“ Whereas, The said Association, at its eighth annual
meeting, last summer, selected New York City as the
place for the ninth annual meeting, to be held July 1st,
2d, and 3d, 1885, in the Academy of Music.
“Therefore, we, the representatives of the musical
profession of New York City and vicinity, in Steinway
Hall assembled, to hereby
“ Resolve, That we tender a cordial welcome to out
colleagues in the profession who will assemble here in
j
July next to attend the sessions of the Music Teachers’
National Association
;
and we farther
"Resolve, That we pledge to the Association on the
occasion of the coming ninth annual meeting onr per-
sonal attendance at the sessions, and onr best efforts to
aid the Association to decide wisely on all matters which
shall come before it for action.”
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
The musical season is coming to a close. May, the
alleged month of flowers and music, has been unusually
prolific in concerts in both hemispheres. The threatened
hot spell which did so much to hurt the attendance at
public places in April did not occur in May, and the
consequence was the month has been an unusually busy
one, and the season will go out in flying colors.
In New York, Madame Hopekirk gave her last recital
It was a programme heavy enough to tax the fingers of
many masculine players. Madame Hopekirk’s memory
is remarkable, and what with her beautiful interpreting
powers and finished technique, she has left behind her
an enviable reputation. She goes back to Scotland.
' M. Ovid® Musin, who has become such a favorite with
the public, also gave a successful farewell concert, assisted
~
by well-known artists. The “ Manzoni Requiem” was
given, under Waiter Damroseh’s direction, with marked
success. Also under the same leader was produced a
new Symphony by Felix Draeseke, which created quite
a sensation, although its merits as an original work lias
been sharply discussed.
The Thomas Orchestra is away concertizing in the
West, with Madame Fursh, Madi, and Max Heinrich as
soloists, and are of course having good houses.
Miss Medora Henson and Miss Helen Dudley Camp-
bell are the coming singers evidently. Miss Henson,
who has been associated with Mr. Heinrich in his
unique song recitals, has won golden opinions for her-
self in oratorio and concert. Miss Campbell is eom-
paritively a new comer, although -those who remember
her beautiful singing at the Cleveland Teachers’ Asso-
ciation will not soon forget it. She is a pupil of the
celebrated Madame Cappiani, and possesses a rich, full
mezzo-soprano of unusnl volume and smoothness. Her
forte is the dramatic, and we will have the pleasure of
hearing in the American Opera Company next season.
Boston’s Symphony Concerts, under Gericke, has
closed, after an unusully successful year. The pro-
grammes have been most severe, and the attendance
large. . V
Prof. Paine has attracted much interest with his lect-
ures ©n the great composers. They are succinct and in*
struct!ve.
j s * *
«**
Miss Cheyney played the Chopin F Minor Concerto at
the last Symphony Concert in a most poetic manner.
The German Opera Company, under Bamrosch, is a
case of Veni, vidi, viei. They have been uniformly suc-
cessful, and in Boston made a decided hit.
In Cincinnati and ChicagoHhere has been much
music making the past month. The College of Husie
in the first-mentioned place giving a very enjoyable con-
cert, and Professor Doemer's excellent playing at an-
other concert is highly spoken of. Mr. Jacobsohn and
Herr Sehradieck have as usual proved themselves fine
artiste wherever they appear in public.
I forgot to say that Mr. Wm. H.' Sherwood has inaugu-
rated a novelty in the shape of popular price piano re-
citals, thereby showing his common sense,’ and also being
© praiseworthy effort to break down the high price sys-
tem. I have heard certain musicians complain bitterly
of the want of patronage to such an such a concert or
recital. How can the music loving public hear all the
good music, that is going, if they have to pay such fear-
ful prices, The greater mass of music enjoyers are by
no means wealthy, and Mr. Sherwood has taken a good
stand. Let him stick to it.
Among the latest arrivals from Berlin and one of the
“dark horses” in the pianistic competition for next sea-
son is Miss Eleanor Garrignes, well known in musical
circles in New York City as a pupil of Mason before she
went abroad. I had the pleasure of hearing her play
shortly after her return, and was struck with the varied
and intellectual style, repose, and absolute control of
the key-board. While abroad Miss Garrigues was a
pupil of Oscar Raif, who is winning golden opinions
for himself as a teacher. Miss Garrigues is at present
I
playing mnch ensemble music, and will probably be
heard with orchestra next year. We will also hear the
much-talked-of Victor Benham.
In London the giddy whirl of sound has never eeaeed,
The chief event of the month has been the hearing of
Anton Dvorak’s new symphony in D Minor, under the
baton of the composer. Its themes are of course Slavic,
and it is spoken of as being a work of rare merit and
originality. The public are looking with expectation to
the hearing of Moritz Moskowski’s symphonic poem,
“Joan of Arc,” pronounced by Bulow to be one
most original things since the death of Schtu*
Moskowski, I need hardly remind my readers, is hit:
known only by his piano compositions, and is a t
pianist, has recently married, and is settled in j
His health has always been poorly, which has be
principal reason Of Us so seldom appearing kt
;
As a pupil ofKullak and Liszt he is a remarkable ~
but it will he as a composer that he will be
&me.
Rnmmel, the American pianist, is to play i
Concerto in G Minor at the next Philharmonic.
9
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last Philharmonic under Sir Arthur Snllivan’s leader-
ship.
Jofct now violin recitals sire in favor. Carrodus and
Peinmger giving performances that are simply delightful.
Many people are cavilling at the conferring of the
Musical Doctorship on Hans Richter, the famous con-
ductor, and say that he couldn’t write a four-voiced
fugue if he tried, hut not a word was said when the
degree was conferred by the Dublin University on the
Princess of Wales on the occasion of the royal visit to
Ireland. Queer, isn’t it? The fact of the matter is the
English are becoming tired of foreigners, and just at the
present time there is a reaction and the Germans are not
very popular. At all events, it is certainly stimulating
home talent, particularly in the operatic line
;
look at
’ the names of Sullivan, Stanford, MacKenzie, and Goring
Thomas, so the rivalry may lead to something.
Senor Sarasste is bewitching the Londoners with his
Spanish music, and is a tremendous “ go,” as our English
cousins would say.
So dear old Ferdinand Hiller is dead, at the rip© age
of 74. Those who ever met the genial pianist and com-
poser carried away from his presence the most refreshing
memories. He was one of the few wonder-children who
ever amounted to anything. A pupil of Hummel^ he
;
enjoyed that master’s friendship, and had the advantage
of his solid learning, the fruits of which young Hiller
.. showeft to the Parisian world, where he ranked as a
brilliant and fine pianist and an excellent composer.
Who doesn’t know his sympathetic and romantic Con-
certo in-F Minor ? He became acquainted while livingdn
'
Paris with every one worth knowing, and his friend-
ship with Mendelsohn, Chopin, and Liszt was enduring.
He paid a.beautiful tribute to Mendelssohn in a delicious
memoir-, and in fact he handles the pen with the same
ease as his instrument. His writings are numerous ^nd
deserve to be read. His etudes, spoken of very highly
by Schumann, should be in the hands of every student
of the piano. His compositions are numerous, and
while never quite touching the high-water mark of
genius, reveal originality and, above all, geniality. He
was for years director of the Cologne Cohservatorium,
where Ms influence was strongly felt on art matters. As
as interpreter of Mozart, he ranks with Reinecke, and
that is sufficient praise. Dr. Hiller was always strongly
anti-Wagnerism, and used. his pen vigorously in behalf
' of the old school. He is indeed a loss to art.
Brinley Richards, so well known for his drawing-room
'
compositions and his valuable -services as a teacher, has
also passed away. While never making any pretence as
a profound .composer, he nevertheless did some good
' work with his brilliant arrangements and florid fanta-
sias, all in the Thalberg school. As a teacher, however,
he will be remembered. He was bom in 1819, and was
a. Welshman, and at the time of his death was actively
..fulfilling his duties at the Royal Academy of Music,
London. He leaves a sorrowing circle of friends and
pupils.
Another well-known pianist, Wm. H. Holmes, who
was bom in 1812, has also died. He was a good, com-
poser, and also occupied a position at the Royal
Academy.
Aloys Tausig, the father of the celebrated Carl, died
nn
The Organo-Piano is still the sensation of the day,
and is pronounced a wonderful invention.
ML- Thomas Machell, of Glasgow, has invented an
instrument with steel forks instead of wires, and with
a double sounding board, of which much is expected.
This is indeed the age of invention.
Madame Essipoff has been appointed Court Pianist to
the German Emperor/
Mr. and Mrs. George Henschel are still concertizing
on the Continent.
Rubinstein has been playing in Pressburg for the
Hummel memorial fund.
Yon Bulow talks about coming over next season to
America. The American public ought to go into active
training, so as to be able to cope with the pugnacious
doctor. He played recently in Vienna the D Minor
Concerto of Brahms nobly, and without a conductor.
Think of it
!
Mr. 8. Licbling, once of Boston, has been playing in
Berlin, and the critics advise him to let Beethoven alone,
particularly the “Moonlight” Sonata.
Mias Amy Fay, the well-known pianist and writer, has
sailed for Berlin to spend the summer and, I suppose,
revive <dd>memories, and of course see Deppe.
. Eugene D’Albert has just played in Paris, and of
r- course created a furore (he always does something or
' other of Oat sort wherever he goes). As a composer he
is coming to the front rank. His recently-played over-
~ n tore to ‘ Hyperion” is considered wonderful. 8o poetic,
- y : so original, and when Billow heard his B Minor Concerto
- for p r he exclaimed “at last we have something
new.” So altogether fbr a young man of twenty-one
he has mnch to be proud of
was pronounced perfection. Happy youth.
Little Earnest Schelling, whom we remember so well,
has been winning golden opinions for himself at a recent
concert in Paris, where he played the E Minor Concerto
of Chopin, and the E flat polonaise of the same com-
poser. He has reached the venerable age of nine years,
the age that most little boys who are studying the piano
are straggling with some easy opus of Czerny.
Some strong trio playing was heard in Leipsic from
D© Alma, Hansmann, and Barth, pianist. The first two
mentioned are members of the Joachim Quartette, and
the audience, a Leipsic audience, too, went wild.
Miss Anna Senkrah, as she chooses to call herself (her
right name is Harknes), an American, lias been delight-
ing the Germans by her brilliant violin playing.
Anton Bruckner, a Vienna composer and organist, has
made a name at last, with his Eighth Symphony, in
Leipsic. It takes a long time for fame to reach one
sometimes. Bruckner is a famous organist and teacher
of harmony, one of his pupils being the well-known
young and rising pianist of this city, Mr. Anthony
Stankowiteh.
Mrs. S. P. Cary gave two delightful piano recitals,
made up from the works of Beethoven and Chopin, and
played by some of the talented pupils of her school.
This energetic and amiable lady also had Madame Julia
Rfv4 King to play an. interesting recital at her school.
Teresa Carreno has been charming the hearts of our
Western cousins by her fascinating playing, and Madame
Schiller has again been heard in New York, playing in
her usual artistic style.
I have just heard, of the death of the venerable Sir
Julius Benedict, the veteran pianist and composer, at the
age of 81 years,—Requiescal in pace.
HOW TO SUCCEED AS A
MUSICIAN.
BY BE. LEOPOLD DAMEOSCH.
First of all, success as a musician does not mean
pecuniary success There have been very rich musicians
who were not really successful
;
and there have been,
very poor musicians who were. The musician having a
proper estimate of his own ability, educates his talent to
the utmost in order to reach the highest standpoint.
He is not to care what others say. He may get high
praise and yet feel ashamed
;
he uiay be almost crushed
with adverse criticism, and yet feel proud of what he
has done.
The first condition for success is a natural gift for
music, and a willingness to sacrifice his life for his- art.
Without a genius or taste for music, no diligence, no
amount of practice will be of any avail.
This taste can. be developed as soon as it is recognized
in the child, but if music is to be made a profession, the
child should be healthy, because the work of a musician
is very wearing on the brain and nervous system. In
the' early education of the child every effort should be
made to bring Mm in contact only with pure and healthy
music. He should be encouraged to vocalize in the
simplest form. If he has talent for instrumental music,
let him be. taught to play;
;
though there have been great
not only in music, but in many branches of knowledge.
The moral and religious inclinations of a child ought to
be scientifically developed and educated. It is a wrong
idea that a genius for art is sufficient to make a man. a
great artist.
The model teacher of music will be a man not only
experienced in one single branch, but a man of wide
horizon, of general culture, of large experience, • of a
kind disposition, but earnest and severe in Ms require-
ments
;
a man who does not look upon teaching as a
mere pecuniary business
;
a man who would rather teach
ten poor pupils gifted with talent, than one fashionable
but untalented pupil for a large sum of money.
There ought to be more education in vocal music.
The instrumentalist who cannot sing on his instrument
as with a human voice is not a real musician. And
singers who care nothing but for performing flourishing
passages, who cannot phrase their tones according to the
words, may have the grandest execution, but they are
mere birds, not singers.
Then again there is the listening to music, which is
really an art by itself, and which ought to be taught at
the beginning. It is because people do not know how
to listen to music, that the judgment of music is so very
uncertain and often false. The listener ought to have a
knowledge of musical forms and of other things apper-
taining to the art, and these must be taught
;
they are
not given by nature. The man gifted with a good taste
for music will not be able, by this alone, to have a sound
judgment. He must be educated to it. And instead of
having thousands and thousands of untalented children
wasting hours, months, years, with the piano for the
sake of producing some unmusical music, the time
would be better employed in teaching them how to
listen to and appreciate that which is really music,
produced by competent musicians.
To conclude, if “ success” means recognition, the
musician whose talents not only, but whose general
intelligence and character are properly developed, may
patiently wait until “success” comes. If his music
flows from the heart, and is controlled and balanced by
intelligence and experience, he will make his mark,
whatever obstacles he may find in his way.
And even if he should see charlatanism triumphant
for a time, he may rely upon the final victory of the
good cause. No matter if he personally earns not the
fruits of success—enough when, at last the genuine
power is victorious over the unsurped might, the true
cause conquers the false. The “success” of his Art is
what a musician has to liveand die for, and not his per-
sonal ambitions, however justified ..they may appear.
dlttfsiiotts and ^ttstuere.
[Questions pertaining to the study of the Piano-forte will receive at-
tention, and answers appear, usually, in the following month, if
received before thq fiftkbnth of the current month. The writer’s
namemust accompany letter to insure an answer.]
Ques.—
W
ill you answer 'the following in The Etude :
What is the difference between 4-4 time and 4-2 time,
that is, where is |the difference made so that the ear
will distinomisB-JrV Do the. four half notes in 4—2 time
musicians who have never played- an instrument. Let
Mm develop Ms gymnastic capabilities while the wrists
and joints are most flexible. At the outset let him keep
sway from anything heavy and difficult
;
also avoid the
frivolous. Music, however, is so far holier than any
other art that there are really very few musical produc-
tions that may be called frivolous. All music is a descent
from“the highest
;
it can never lose its origin.
Many parents think that any teacher will do fbr a
beginning, and if the child shows real talent they think
that when he grows np he can then be brought to a great
master. This is wrong, because the master has then
often to use much time to rectify the errors of the first
teacher before he can begin to instruct according to his
true principles. Therefore the best teacher, even if he
is the most expensive, is the one that should be employed.
Hundreds of children rather ought not to be taught in-
strumental music, because they have not the talent for
it
;
many of them had mnch better spend half an hoar
daily in singing than two hours at the piano. Nature
has given every one a voice, and nearly every one can
be taught to sing, if the instruction is commenced early
in life.
'
The teacher most instruct each of his pupils individu-
ally. The mental disposition and physical peculiarities
of the pupil will decide as to the kind of music he will
select for him. If the pupil has too great a liking for
sentimental music, the true teacher will endeavor to
create in him a taste for the lively. He will fill up the
gaps that nature has left ; he will, hot only encourage
the pupil’s natural taste, but draw out Hie taste tilt
nature nas indicated hut faintly.
will nguissHt? e -
have any greater duration of time than four quarters in
4-4 time ?—S. B. H.
Ans.—It is correct to consider them one and the same
thing. The ear can distinguish no difference between
them. We will, however, add that 4-2, which is fre-
quently found in English church music
,
of the present
day, is taken twice as quick if the sign (B is used, while
in 4-4 the same sign means that the contents of the
measure is in two parts, not four, and not necessarially
of a brisk movement.
Ques.—Will
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—
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Ques.-—Will it be considered improper for me to ask
a question concerning the organ to be answered through
The Etude. If not, can you tell me of good volun-
taries, or books of voluntaries for the organ for a person
Who is a good, performer, but has little or no gift for
improvising.—E. M. A.
Ans.— ‘ ‘ Voluntaries for Organs,” by Berg; Elliot’s
“Organ Voluntaries,” two volumes, six books in each
volume (Novello)
;
“Practical Organist,” by Guilmant
;
Hile’s “Short Organ Voluntaries.” The above are
among the most reliable works of the kind you desire.
Ques.—I have never seen rules for reading such
passages of irregular group of notes for both hands as
found in Beethoven Sonata, Op. 2, No. 1, in the adagio
movement, and the introduction to “Adelaide” of the
same composer.
Ans.—
T
he “Cotta” edition of Beethoven’s Sonatas
will give you the desired information regarding the
sonata. The work “Rhythmical Problems,” by H.
(termer (G. Schimer, New York, publisher), treats di-
rectly on this subjoct, and would advise a perusal of the
same as the most speedy way to acquire the knowledge
that will be a guide in all such cases.
Ques.—What is the metronome mark for Mason’s
“Silver Spring?”—S.
Ans.—M. M. eighth note = 100.
Ques,—Please give in The Etude the names of some
standard works in the forms used in the opera, and on
the “ Construction of the Opera.”—M.
Ans.— here is a work entitled “Die Qper” (The
Opera), by J. C. Lobe, which forms the fourth volume
of his “ Lehrbuch der Musikalischen Composition.”
Whether it has been translated we are unable to answer
;
but think it is not. Boosey’s “Guide to Opera,” and
Edward’s “ History of the Opera,” would be useful
books in this connection.
Ques.—When was Heinrich Lichner bom, and where
does he live ?—S.
Ans.—
H
e was bom March” 1829, and is at present
organist in Breslau, Germany.
Ques.—Will you please give through the columns of
your valuable journal the metronome marks for ‘ ‘ Wal-
desrauschen,” by Liszt, and “ An Bord d’ une Source,”
by same composer.—E.
Ans.—Waldesrauschen, M. M. quarter note = 104
;
An Bond d’ une Source, M. M. dotted quarter note =
80 .
Ques.—
W
ill you please answer through The Etude
the following questions
:
1. What is a sequence ?
>a
Ans.—
A
sequence in music is a regular and continu-
ous repetition of a motive on other degrees ol the staff
;
the intervals always to be the same as found in the
motive.
2. Does a natural placed before a note affect all the
notes on that degree, in that measure ?
Ans.— natural placed before a note affects all of the
succeeding notes on that degree only during the measure.
3. Will you recommend some good technical studies
for the reed organ ?
Ans.—We know of no technical studies specially com-
piled for the Teed organ, except the ones by Louis Meyer.
The study of technique should be acquired from works
on piano-forte technique.
4. What is the complete number of scales? I have
been told there are 120.
Hdw many forms of the minor are there, and is
there but one form of the major ?—M. N.
Ans.—There are 24 scales, 12 major and 12 minor.
The only way possible to get 120 forms is thus : 12 major,
12 harmonic minor, 12 melodic ascending, 12 melodic
descending, and 12 mixed, 60 in all. Then consider the
upward series, and as distinct from the downward, and
you have 120 secessions
;
all of which is not true. There
are two “ forms” of the minor, and one of the major.
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These is also a class of disagreeable pupils who try in
every conceivable way to find oat what other pupils study,
d bow they progress. This is not an indication of a
spirit of emulation, but rather an outgrowth of inquisi-
tiveness, a desire to appear as a professor’s confidant
uch pupils also fish for compliments, and then at parties
,/
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and suppers delight to repeat what the- professor has said
to them or about them. Teachers, carefully guard
against these corkscrews, these laywer-like pupils, that
draw everything out of you in spite of yourself. But
theti, if disagreeable pupils make the life of the teacher
burdensome, disagreeable mothers are guilty of the same
sin. How hateful, bow discourteous and meddlesome
some mothers can be I Often they are more unendurable
in their conceit and dictotioral spirit than the most dis-
agreeable pupils imrgin&ble. Many a pupil could be
managed were it not for the silliness of her mother
But then we only speak of digagreeable pupils and not
of disagreeable mother’s.
—
Merz.
Obign of The Teem Classical.—The
,
Roman
people were divided into six classes, the clmsici was the
title of the first, or highest class of citizens ; hence the
works of Grecian and Roman authors were called “ the
classics,” by modern Europe, in the preparatory period
that preceded the the great revival of work in polished
literature. They were so named partly because of their
great superiority to the works of modern writers, at
daybreak after the long night of the “ Dark Ages,” and
in England, anterior to the “ Elizabethan era but more
because of their text-books and models of form, diction
and concise lucidity in literacy compositions, for the
“classes” in the scholastic institutions. Mereover, it
should be noted that the greek and Roman authors of
these models were the pupils of nature and energetic
life,- rather than of the pedantic method of schools, most
of which only impress painfully on the memory and
dimly upon the mind.
—
Weave.
In answer to the question “ shall I borrow money for
tuition ?” the Musical Herald has the following answer
:
We answer, yes : that is, if his health is fairly good
and there is a reasonable prospect that he will be able to
pay his debts. It would be inexcusable for one to starve,
when some acquaintance was willing to lend money for
food
;
or to go looking like a vagrant, when money for
clothes could be borrowed ; or to neglect golden oppor-
tunities for fitting one’s self for a useful life, merely be-
cousd of an unwillingness toincur a reasonable pecuniary
obligation which could probably be discharged at a later
time, when the possibilities for a thorough musical train-
ing should have passed away forever. By all means bor-
row for such a necessary purpose
;
not unreasonably, bat
what is needed, and trust to Providence for a continuance
of health and energy and success sufficient to enable you
hereafter to repay your friends.
Experience without learning is better than learning
without experience.
All persons coming before the public as interpreters of
music or representatives of the drama should be willing
to receive and profit by intelligent criticism. Too much
praise has the effect of making students too easily satis-
fied with themselves. They believe they have no need
for further exertion, and the result is they never rise
above mediocrity. On every hand one sees the stultify-
ing.effect of over-praise. Mendelssohn, in speaking of
his gifted pupils, says : “ It is probable that she . may
one day be spoiled by all this praise, for if she were to
become satisfied, as it were, with herself, it wonld be
all over with her.” I feel sore that every conscientious
teacher of music can share Mendelssohn’s feelings on
this subject. On the other hand there need be no fear
that pupils will be injured by a lack of praise from their
teachers, for they are sure to receive all, and more than
they merit, from their friends, for children are rare.that
do not gladly take all that is given them. In my ex-
perience, I remember bnt one instance to the contrary—
that of Gracie Andrews when eight years of age who,
when a lady was praising I*er without stint, cameup to I
me rather excitedly and whispered, “that lady must
not praise me so, for she will certainly spoil me.” Bnt,
]
who is capable of giving intelligent musical criticism ?
j
Only such as possesses a thorough musical education can.
bestow criticism without prejudice. Anything that
emanates from such a source must be acceptable to.every
progressive teacher or -student of music.
—
Ju— **
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G°OD WORDS.
RHODE ISLAND.
I like The Etude very much, both as regards your
plans and their execution..- The paper should be in the
hands of every teacher and student of the piano-forte.
It is practical, helpful, and suggestive.—H. C. M.
NEW YORK,
Allow me to express my admiration of The Etude.
It is a credit to American musical journalism, and is tip
kihd of publication I have longed to see established for
many years. The time must eventually coma when the-
“ monthlies” issued by various music-publishing houses
will be assigned to their true place. There js much hard
work to be done, but every year adds to the number of
earnest, noble workers in the field. Faithfully yours,
for the advancement of the art.—F. O. J.
VIRGINIA.
The Etude still drops in, bringing with it all the de-
lightful companionship of a cherry and genial visitor,
and I have learned to look for and welcome it as one
would welcome the first trill of the robin, or thq first
sweet violets of spring. God grant you abundant pros-
perity in the work
;
it certainly deserves world-wide
success, and should find its way to every music-loving
home.—C. J. M. J.g
NEW YORK.
Allow me to extend to yon my assurance of my meat
cordial and sincere appreciation of your work. THE
Etude is sure to do a great good in the field of musical
art, and in its subject matter, both in a literary and
1
musical point of view, is a credit to the well-known, art
centre, the city of Philadelphia, and to its talented con-
ductor and publisher.—E. H. S. . .
IOWA.
One of your subscribers told me recently that shew
a much more conscientious teacher since' reading The
Etude. She felt the moral tone therein. Bo do we all.
—E. A. L.
WISCONSIN.
I congratulate you „pn Jhe deserved success of The
Etude. It is thoroughly alive to the interests of piano
teachers, pupils, and players, and cannot foil to domuch
good. The more mental activity can be aroused in this
field the better.—J. C. F.
MASSACHUSETTS.
After reading your paper (The Etude) through to the
one year of which I have been a subscriber, I can con-
fidently recommend it to any student of music, pianist
or not. I wish to renew my subscription, also two
others.—C. S. W.
OLD FOGYAGAIN. jf\
At the risk of being called a chronic fault-finder, v
let me once more, Mr. Editor, call your attention to.
your practice of giving music away with every issue of
your paper, and its utter uselessness from a musical
point of view. If a regular course was pursued, sack
as one system of technic strictly adhered to, or a series
of sonatinas, or even sonatas from somejgood composer -
then I could possibly see some use of it, although I
must confess I never believed in the instalment plan. v
:
.
But as it is, it is too irregular, too desultory, I might
say fragmentary, to amount to much. Once in a wl
"
-you hear something good, then a flood of common tec
nical stuff that, any school-boy would laugh at, And it
the same with the pieces. The harmony coarse is m
better for the reason above given, i. a., it is one deflni“
system. Better give the music up, Mr. Editor."
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Jambs H. Howe, of the De-Pauer University, G
uille, Ind., has undertaken to get up a festival for J
sat which the principal choruses of the Peace Jubilee
Boston in 1S72. will be given. Mr, Howe will no do
do a great work byseocessfnlly carrying out the
stated in th< prm&mtim. We have eonflder<» jfo
*s there is nothing said of
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IMAGINARY PILGRIMAGE TO
BEETHOVEN.
BY BICHARD WAG-NEK.
O Want and Misery, protecting deities of the German
musician (unless indeed he happens to be the Oapell-
meister of a court theatre)—Want and Misery—you
shall have the first and the most honorable mention at
the very beginning of even this reminiscence of my life !
Let me sing your praises, steadfast companions of fnine !
You have kept faith with me and never left me ! You
have kept from me with your sturdy hands all happy
changes of fate, and sheltered me from the oppressive
sunbeams of fortune ! You have ever east a black
shadow over the vain goods of this world
;
receive my
thanks for your most unwearying devotion ! Yet, if you
can so arrange it, I beseech you to seek out by and by
some other prot6g£, for I would fain see, from very
cariosity, how I could perhaps get on without you. At
the least I beg you to descend with special force on those
political dreamers of ours—those madmen who seek to
unite Germany under one sceptre :—for then there would
he bat one court theatre, but one single Capellmeister !
What would become of my prospects then ! Of my
hopes, that even now seem dim and dreary to me,
—
even 'now, when there are still many German court
theatres ? But—I see that I am growing wickedly
audacious
;
padon, O goddesses, the rash wish that I
have uttered ! You know my heart, and know how I am
devoted to you, and how I would remain your devotee
though there should be in Germany a thousand court
theatres. Amen.
Before this daily prayer of mine, I begin nothing
not even the story of my Pilgrimage to Beethoven.
In case this important document should be published
after my death, I believe it necessary to explain who I
am, for without such an explanation much that is con-
tained herein might be utterly unintelligible. Listen
then, all the world, and you, ye executors of testaments.
My native town is a commonplace city of central
Germany. I hardly know for what I was originally
intended
;
I only remember that I heard one evening a
symphony of Beethoven
;
that I thereupon fell ill of a
fever
;
and that when I recovered I was—a musician.
Perhaps it may be the result of this circumstance that
even after I had become acquainted with much other
nobler music, I still loved, honored, and idolized Beeth-
oven more than all. I knew no greater pleasure than to
bury myself in the depths of this great genius, until at
• length I imagined myself a part of it
;
and began to
honor myself as this little part,—to gain higher concep-
tions and views
;
in brief, to become that which the
wise are wont to call—a fool. But my madness was of
an amiable sort, and injured no one
;
the bread that I
ate while I was in this condition was very dry, the drink
that I drank was very thin
;
for giving lessons is not a
very profitable business with us, O honored world and
executors
!
So I lived for a while in my garret, until it suddenly
occurred to me that the man whose creations I most
honored—-was still alive ! I did not comprehend why
I had not thought of this before. It had not for a
moment suggested itself to me that Beethoven still
- existed
;
that he could eat bread and breath the air like
one of us
;
yet this Beethoven still lived in Vienna, and
was also a poor German musician l
And now my peace of mind was over. All my
thoughts tended toward one wish,—to see Beethoven l
No Mussulman ever longed more faithfully to make his
pilgrimage to the grave of the prophet, than I to the
room in which Beethoven lived.
But how should I bring about the execution of my
purpose? It was a long journey to Vienna, and I
should need money to make it
;
I, an unfortunate, who
hardly made enough to keep life in his ‘body ! I must
devise some extraordinary means to gain the necessary
sum. I carried to a publisher a few piano sonatas that
I had composed after the model of the master, and
speedly convinced the man that I was a lunatic. Never-
theless he was good enough to advise me, that if I
wanted to, earn a few thalers by my compositions I had
better set to work to gain a small reputation hy galops
- and potpourris. I shuddered
;
but my longing to see
Beethoven won the day
;
I composed the galops and
potpourris, but I could not bring myself to cast a glance
at Beethoven during this period—for I feared to alienate
him utterly.
To my grief, however, I was not even paid for this
first sacrifice of my parity
;
for the publisher explained
to nm that the first thing to be done was to make myself
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aomethingof a name. I shuddered again, and fell into
diapair. But this state of mind nevertheless produced
several excellent galops. I really received some money
for these, and at last believed I had enough to carry out
my ntqjeeh, Two years hadpassed, however, and I had
lived in perpetual fear that Beethoven might die before
I had earned a reputation by galops and potpourris.
But. thank God, he has outlived the brilliancy of my
TH E ETUDE.
renown ! Glorious Beethoven, forgive me this reputa-
tion ! It was made solely that I might behold thee !
Ah, what bliss ! my goal was reached. Who was
happier than I? I could pack my bundle and take up my
journey to Beethoven ! A holy awe oppressed me as I
passed out at the gate and turned me toward the south.
I would gladly have taken a place in the diligence—
•
not because I cared for the hardship of pedestrianism
—for what fatigues would I not go through for such an
object?—but because I could reach Beethoven the
sooner so. But I had done too little for my reputation
as a composer of galops to have secured money enough
to pay my fare. I bore all difficulties, and deemed
myself happy that I had progressed so far that these
could lead me to my goal. What emotions I felt
—
what dreams ! No lover could be happier who, after a
long parting, turned back toward the love of his youth.
So I came into beautiful Bohemia, the land of harpers
and roadside singers. In a little town 1 came upon a
company of travelling musicians
;
they formed a little
orchestra, made up of a bass-viol, two violins, two horns,
a clarinet, and a flute, and there were two women who
played the harp, and two female singers with sweet
voices. They played dances and sang ballads j money
was given to them, and they went on. I met them
again in a shady place by the roadside
;
they were
encamped there, and were dining. I joined them, said
that I, too, was a wandering musician, and we were
soon friends. As they played their dances, I asked them
timidly if they could play my galops. The blessed
people ! they did not know them. Ah, what a happiness
that was for me !
I asked them if they did not play other music besides
dances. “Most certainly,” they said
;
“ but only for
ourselves, and not for the fastidious people.” They
unpacked their music. I caught sight of Beethoven’s
great Septuor
;
in amazement I asked them if they
played that too? “ Why not?” replied the eldest.
‘
‘ Joseph has a lame hand and cannot play the second
violin just now
;
otherwise we would enjoy playing it
for you. ’ ’
Beside myself, I forthwith seized Joseph’s violin,
promised to supply his place as far as I could
;
and we
began the Septuor.
Ah, what a delight it was ! Here, beside the Bohe-
main highway, under the open sky, the Septuor of
Beethoven was performed with a clearness, a precision,
and a deep expression, such as one seldom finds among
the most masterly of virtuosos ! O great Beethoven, we
brought to thee a worthy sacrifice !
We were just at the finale, when—for the road passed
up a steep hill just here—an elegant traveling-carriage
drew near us, slowly and noiselessly, and at last stopped
beside us. An amazingly tall and wonderfully fair
young man lay stretched oat in the vehicle
;
he listened
with considerable attention to our music, took out his
pocket-book, and wrote a few words in it. Then he let
fall a gold-piece from the carriage, and drove on, speak-
ing a few words of English to his servant—from which
I discovered that he must be an Englishman.
This occurrence threw ns into a discord
;
luckily we
had finished the performance of the Septuor. I embraced
my friends, and would have accoinpained them
;
but
they explained that they must leave the highway here
and strike into a path across the fields ta reach their
home. If Beethoven himself had not been waiting for
me, I would have gone thither with them. As it was,
we separated with no little emotion, and parted. Later
it occurred to me that no one had picked up the English-
man’s gold-piece.
In the next inn, which I entered to refresh myself, I
found the Englishman seated at an excellent repast.
He looked at me for a long while, and at last addressed
me in passable German.
“ Where are your companions?” he asked.
“ They have gone home,’’ said I.
“Take your violin,” he continued, “and play some-
thing. Here is some money. ’ ’
I was offended at this, and explained that I did not
play for money
;
further, that! had no violin
;
and I
briefly related to him how I had met the musicians.
“They were good musicians,” said the Englishman,
“and the Beethoven symphony was also good.”
This observation struck me
;
I asked whether he
himself was musical.
“ Yes,” he answered
;
“ I play the flute twice a week ;
on Thursday I play the French horn
;
and on Sundays I
compose.”
|
That was certainly a good deal
;
I stood amazed. I
had never in my life heard of a traveling English
j
musician. I decided, therefore, that they most be in a
most excellent position if they could make their wander-
j
ings with such fine equipages. I asked if he was a
musician by profession.
For some time I received no reply
;
at last he answered i
slowly that he "was very wealthy.
My error was plain
;
I bad certainly offended him
by my inquiry. Somewhat confused 1remained silent,
and went on with my simple meal.
The Englishman, who again took a long iook at me,
hAffftn . (umrri . . “ * TV* trntt IriWb sir ^AAiliAVAii Iia oalrM)
I replied that I had never been in Vienna, but I was
at this moment on my way theither to satisfy the keen
longing that I felt, to see the idolized master.
“Where do you come from?” he asked. “ From
L ? That is not far. I come from England, and
also desire to know Beethoven. We will both make his
acquaintance
;
he is a very celebrated composer.
What an extraordinary meeting ! I thought. Great
*
master, what different people you attract I On foot and
in carriages they make their pilgrimages to you 1 My
Englishman interested me greatly, but I confess that I
envied him very little on account of his fine carriage. '
It seemed to me that my difficult pilgrimage was more
holy and loyal, and that its goal must give me more
pleasure than him who went in pride and splendor.
(Continued in next issue.)
ABO lIT PIANO-FORTES,
BY KEY. H. R. HAWIK8*
(Continued from last issue.)
“The pianos used by Mozart and dementi were the
last improved pianos of Stein, the successor of Silberman,
with an extended compass of five octaves
;
jet in com-
parison with the commonest pianos now in use these
were but miserable machines. The genius, however, was
even then alive who was destined to sweep away every
imperfection in the working of the piano, and place it
once and forever on its present proud pedestal. Sebastian
Erard was born at Straeburg, April 5, 1752. His extra-
ordinary mechanical genius early attracted the attention
of all the scientific mechanics in France
;
every problem
was brought to him, and generally solved by him as
speedily as incomprehensible sums in arithmetic used to
be by the Calculating Boy. In 1796 he made his first
horizontal grand pianos, and Dussek played on one with
great eclat in Paris, 1808. But the touch was still heavy
and somewhat slow. It was not until 1823 that Erard
produced an instrument susceptible of the finest grada-
tions in touch
;
and thus, after laying down all the new
principles which have since made his name so illustrious,
he breathed his last at his country house, La Mnette,
near Passey, on the 5th of August, 1831, at the age of
seventy-nine.
“ Touch and tone are the two great touch (s) tones (‘ Oh
fie !’ said Emily) of a piano’s excellence. The strings
of a Grand pull between eleven and twelve tons, or about
twenty-five thousand pounds. There are forty-eight
different materials used in constructing a piano, laying
no less than sixteen different countries under contribu-
tion, and employing forty-two different hands. About
twenty thousand pianos are annually fabricated.
“So much for facts, now for directions. Keep your
piano out of damp rooms
;
never place it too near the
fire or window, or between them, or in a draught
;
hut
place it at least a foot from the wall, or in the middle of
the room. Do not load the top of it with books
;
and if
it is a cottage, don’t turn the bottom—as I have known
some people do—into a cupboard for wine and dessert.
Keep the keys carefully dusted, and always shut down
the lid when you have done playing. If you don’t want
the people next door to hear you practicing, build' yonr
walls of hollow bricks, or fill them with chopped straw
or sawdust. i
“ ‘ Well, you are getting dry,’ interposed Emily, as I
rose from my low stool at her feet, and sat down on the '
sofa close by her side. -
“ I thought you liked what was practical, my dear.
“
‘ I think I like to hear about the players more than
the pianos. ’
“Ah ! how those old fellows would have stared if they
could only have heard our modem pianists—Liszt or
Thalburg, for instance
;
but the two I should have
liked to hear best are Chopin and Mendelssohn. Fancy
Chopin in his dimly-lighted room in the Rue d’Autin,
with Madame Sand, Heinrich Heine, Eugene Delacroix,
and Liszt for an audience. What dreams, what visions
of moonlight, and deep, deep seas, and island coasts i
what exquisite subleties of improvisation ! Thoughts
too rare almost for embodiment eve® in masse—the
growing and waning of love, the forlorn hopes, the in-
consolable anguish,
“ 1 And the brief madness and the long despair i*
“But even Chopin, the refined, the quite magical,
though somewhat morbid, must retire before the very
sun-god of Music, Mendelssohn, that bright seraphic
being, so perfect, ‘ all round’—no flaw in the man—
-
dear, transparent, pure as crystal, and, like crystal, re-
flecting all the lights of heaven ! I always thought of
him so, and when his Letters appeared I felt my Meal -
was a true one, only fer below the real. I think that
every now and then God sends a perfect nature into the , '
;
world—* nature truly balanced, and therefore truly sub*
,
T
lime, tgined to a higher pitch m nobleness than the rest, ’ v-
just to show us what we might he, whatWmay become.
And aeh was Mendelssohn—a great, a pore soul, fall of *
celestial harmonies, the- current of whose being siiMTTj|§
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rises to heaven, filled through and through with an ever “ Beg pardon, sir, but will you favor me with a train-
more and more rapturous and intense melody ! elation,” she asked.
“What must his playing have been? Can we wonder There was a look of pity in the professor’s face, that
at the people recalling him again and again to the piano, one so young and fair should be so ignorant, as he re-
that they might listen to such improvisation as has never turned, “Madam, the phrase translated is, Go ahead
l>een heard since ? They owned the spell of his charac- steamboat, ”
ter; his music was himself. We realize something of The first cornet, when the lady had retired, audibly
this in listening to his ‘Songs without Words. ’ They remaiked, “you made that translation professor, run-
are intensely individual, there is something approaching ning before the breeze in full sail at about fifteen knots
to a sense of personality about them
;
the joyous, passion- an hour.”
ate, fullness of life in No. 3, Book II. ; the stirring high
resolve of sustained indomitable effort expressed in No. Musical Deoueks (irom the “ Hissing Gridiron. 1 )—
4, Book II. ; the vague and pensive sadness of No. 1, An unsuccessful candidate for the honor of the degree
Book V., gliding at last into rest—all these are the ot
’
“ Mus. Bac” at a university about fifty miles from
thoughts and feelings of a noble human heart raised to
their highest power of poetical expression ! And I, too,
owe a debt to these same ‘ Songs without Words’ that I
can never forget, Emily ! You were sitting alone, play-
ing that sweet sad one on your®* lieavenlie virginals,’ the
light of a July sunset was falling on your hair, I came so
softly behind you, and presently you turned before the
last chord had quite died away. Your cheeks were wet
with tears
;
you told me you thought I had left without
saying good-bye, and that I did not, care for you
;
and
then I told you how impossible it was for me to say good-
bye to you any more
;
and oh, my darling, what a happy
evening that was for both of us, and
—
“
‘What are you two talking about?’ growled my
uncle, just waking out of an unusually profound sleep.
.
Emily gave a little start. The fact is, I think my arm
had stolen round her waist, and the little head, with its
soft, perfumed hair, was lying on my shoulder, and I was
just about to imprint a ‘ What are you two talking
about, I say, young people ?’ repeated my uncle, thor-
oughly rousing himself, and waiting for an answer.
“
‘Oh, uncle,’ said Emily, ‘we thought you were
asleep !’
“
‘Well, miss, suppose I was asleep.’
“
‘We are sorry if we woke you, that’s all.’
“
‘I’ve no doubt of it
;
and now, didn’t- 1 hear you
say something about a piano, eh ?'
“
‘ Yes
;
Charles has been telling me how to prevent
the sound of my piano being heard through the wall or
,
ceiling.’ N
“
‘Sensible fellow ! sensible fellow ! And pray how ?5
“
‘ Oh, you must build the walls of hollow bricks, or
stuff them with sawdust. ’
“
‘Well,’ said my uncle, rising, ‘if you promise to
build the walls of your new house with hoHow bricks,
and fill them with sawdust, I’ll promise to give you a
piano. ’
“‘Oh, you dear old uncle!’ exclaimed my faithless
Emily, leaving me and throwing her arms round the
old gentleman, ‘ now won’t you really give me one with-
out? then I’ll never give you another kiss!’ and she
gave him at least half-a-dozen.
“‘Well, well,’ said the old gentleman, recovering
himself, ‘you saucy pass, I make no promises, mind !’
“But we both knew that my worthy uncle had sur-
rendered, and although nothing more was said upon the
subject, I for one was not in the least surprised when,
about six weeks after our marriage, my wife rushed
frantically into my study one morning (just as I was
touching up mj great article for the Protemporary Review
on ‘The Moral Influences of the Barrel Organ'), with
‘ Charles ! Charles ! there’s a grand piano come for me,
and it’s at the front door !’
“My dear,” said the present writer, laying down his
pen, “ there must be some mistake.
“
‘ No, no
;
it’s all right : it’s from that dear old uncle
Fuswig. I knew he would !’
“Well, but how ever shall we get it in, and where is
it to stand ? Shall we order the side of the house to be
taken down, my love, and throw all our rooms into
one?
“
‘Come along, you stupid old thing, ’ says Emily,
wild with impatience, and pulling me out of my chair
;
‘come along and see it got out,—and bother the
rooms
”
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